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Abstract 

This study investigates the lived experiences of one unaccompanied and undocumented 

Afghan refugee now living in Iran, who, through parental loss, displacement, and 

the conditions of war, was compelled to function as an independent human being since 

the age of 6, and who experienced further trauma and hardships on into his adolescence 

and young adulthood. This research documents significant "turning points" that occurred 

for this participant during his pre-, mid-, and post-refuge journeys and which 

have contributed to shaping his identity. Nine major themes emerged in conjunction with 

these turning points, highlighting that a person can develop quite fully while not having 

opportunities for "formal education". He though learned deeply through "non-formal" and 

"informal" means, that is, by learning through experience. The researcher, who is from 

Iran, with a similar culture and background to Afghanistan, emigrated to Canada under 

very different circumstances. She utilized a method of thematic analysis to distinguish 

the dimensions and depth of the participant’s lived experiences. These themes include: 

1) Loss of a Parent; 2) Independence; 3) Ethnic Discrimination; 4) Distrust; 5) Zoor 

(external forces exerted on one's sense of identity and character); 6) Collectivity; 7) 

Silence and Distractions; 8) Hardship and Traumatic experiences in Childhood and 

Adolescence; and 9) Bazigooshihaye Koodakane (Childhood Playfulness).  The 

commonalities and differences between participant and researcher served to compel the 

researcher to reflect on these themes in light of her own experiences, and to rethink and 

re-examine notions of " refugeeness” and "education” in particular.  The theoretical and 

practical contributions of this research emphasize that small-scale and localized action 

such as this form of research, can help understand and address the existential 

challenges that young refugees face. Additionally, this research offers guidance to 

others who may seek to engage with people who have the experience of being refugees. 

To conduct research in this area is to attempt to grasp a deep understanding of 

refugees’ lived experiences by taking a shared journey of seeking meaning through their 

stories.  

Keywords:     Lived Experiences; Refugeeness, Unaccompanied Minors; 

Undocumented Refugees; Identity; Thematic Analysis 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR, 

2021c), at this time, close to 82.4 million people worldwide have been forced to flee their 

homes due to violent conflict, man-made, and natural disasters. This number includes 

26.4 million who are officially considered ‘refugees’, 48.0 million ‘internally displaced 

people’ and 4.1 million ‘asylum-seekers’.  

Over the last decade, there has been a rapid spike in the number of global 

refugees, as ethnic conflict, deprivation, war, and political struggles have forced millions 

of people to leave their homelands (UNHCR, 2021a). There are many reasons for 

displacement to occur. Root causes such as safety factors, economic factors, 

environmental factors, and social factors have compelled people to leave their countries 

for survival which has ultimately added to the growing population of displaced persons 

worldwide.  

UNHCR (2021c) reports that most new refugees came from Central African 

Republic (71,800), South Sudan (61,700) Syria (38,800), Afghanistan (25,200) and 

Nigeria (20,300). The UNHCR (2021d) reported that overall, two-thirds of people 

displaced across borders were from Syria, Venezuela, Afghanistan, South Sudan and 

Myanmar. Afghan refugees make up the second-largest refugee population after those 

from Syria (Farr, 2020) and Afghan refugees remain the largest population in protracted 

displacement (UNHCR, 2021d). 

Koepke (2016) states that numerous elements such as war, insecurity, violence, 

drought, and unemployment have led many Afghans to seek refuge during past 

decades. Auntu and Promee (2020) add that factors such as the absence of shelter, 

educational and health facilities have also been affecting Afghan lives for a long time. 

Afghanistan has long been a migrant-sending country and migration continues as one of 

the main themes of everyday Afghan life in the country (Monsutti, 2007). With recent 

developments within the country (including the Taliban's takeover of Afghanistan in 

August of 2021), the number of Afghans displaced is expected to increase (UNHCR, 

2021d).  
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The UNHCR Guidelines on International Protection No. 8 (2009) defines 

unaccompanied minors as children and adolescents younger than 18 years of age who 

migrate without legal guardians. Worldwide, nearly 33 million global refugees are 

children (UNHCR, 2021c). The lives of these children, whose family units have often 

disintegrated due to the conditions that forced their displacement, are particularly at risk. 

In many cases, these children are forced to flee as unaccompanied minors. The global 

population of unaccompanied minors is increasing; however, little is known about this 

group since applicable data is not systematically collected in many regions (Maioli et 

al.,2021). Available figures are likely underestimated due to this basic lack of data 

concerning this specific population (UNHCR, 2019). 

About 80% of Afghan refugees have been sheltered within neighboring countries 

(Auntu & Promee, 2020). Two neighboring countries, the Islamic Republic of Iran and 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, have provided considerable support in sheltering 

Afghan refugees. The influx of Afghan refugees has a protracted history in Iran and 

Pakistan, spanning over four decades (Mielke et al., 2021) and both nations have been 

active in the planning of durable solutions related to the Afghan refugee crisis since 1979 

(Adelkhah & Olszewska, 2007).  

The Islamic Republic of Iran hosts one of the largest urban refugee populations 

worldwide, approximately 3 million of which are Afghan (UNHCR, 2021d). For close to 

40 years, Iran has been a primary host nation to many Afghan refugees, mainly due to 

sharing borders, and cultural, religious, and language similarities. Afghans who reside in 

Iran are most often Farsi Dari speakers, a language very close to Farsi, the official 

language spoken in Iran. Additionally, these Afghans are primarily ethnic Tajiks and 

Hazara, which are minorities in Afghanistan. In addition, many of the Afghans who fled to 

Iran are of the Shia branch of Islam. Those practicing the Shia branch of Islam represent 

a mistreated minority in Afghanistan but are conversely considered the main branch 

practiced in Iran. Similar language and culture within Iran and Afghanistan make Iran an 

appropriate and appealing location for the Shia Muslim and Dari/Farsi speaking Afghans 

as a place of refuge and as a place to resettle (Naseh et al., 2018). The largest 

population of refugees in Iran are Afghan citizens (Azizi et al., 2019), in part due to the 

historical open-door policy towards immigration. Over the years, this open-door policy 

has led to allocating a substantial part of Iran's national budget to subsidize basic 
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refugee necessities such as transportation, education, and health services (Abbasi-

Shavazi et al., 2008; Rajaee, 2000).  

According to Adelkhah and Olszewska (2007), extensive academic and media 

attention has been devoted to Afghan refugees in Pakistani camps while little is known in 

other contexts. This is true in general, but specifically true regarding Iran. There are 

many non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and international government 

organizations (IGOs) reports regarding Afghan refugees living in Iran, however, as 

Adelkhah and Olszewska (2007) state, few academic studies have been done that focus 

on Afghan refugees in Iran.  Additionally, minimal amounts of literature concerning 

refugees and forced migrants focus on children and young people, even though, among 

many refugee communities, the under-25 category sometimes represents more than 50 

percent of the total population (Alaedini & Mirzaei, 2018). Consequently, any research 

related to Afghan refugees in Iran is beneficial to fill this knowledge gap. 

This thesis therefore examined the lived experiences of one unaccompanied and 

undocumented Afghan minor refugee living in Iran. There are multiple layers and 

purposes of this research. The primary goal of this research was to explore and 

understand the experiences of one undocumented Afghan minor refugee in his journey 

of displacement from leaving Afghanistan to resettling in Iran. This research also sought 

to understand if and how the experiences represented a form of education.  Additionally, 

this research sought to gain a better understanding of the development of the 

participant’s identity and personal development as it manifested under these kinds of 

challenging life conditions, which we could describe as a platform for understanding his 

“lived experience” (Van Manen, 1990). The research also aimed at providing a forum to 

‘give voice’ to this young person, given the complex conditions and circumstances of 

undocumented and minor refugees as a representation of this specific population. 

Hence, this research serves as an opportunity for a participant to speak of the 

circumstances of their life under these conditions. Finally, this research also involved an 

element of the researcher examining her own ideas on the very notions of being a 

refugee, of being displaced, of what it means to be educated, and what it means to be a 

researcher in these times, while being in dialogue with people experiencing such 

challenging conditions of life.   
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1.1. The Centrality of Four Key Terms: Lived Experience, 
Identity, Refugee, Unaccompanied 

I want to speak briefly here of four key terms that are central to this research, so 

the reader has a sense of their particular significance before embarking on reading the 

work itself. 

1.2. Lived Experience 

Drawing on the distinctions made by Wilhelm Dilthey (Dilthey, 1883/1988; 

Makreel, 1975) differentiating between the aims and methods of the ‘natural’ sciences 

and those of the ‘human’ sciences, the former seeks ‘explanation’ (that is, generalizable 

and predictable knowledge of something), while the latter seeks ‘understanding’ (that is, 

an understanding of what things mean to a given human being or to a group). ‘Lived 

experience’ refers to what is experienced by a person, and the meaning they derive from 

it, as represented in their recounting of it. Exploring a person’s lived experience, 

therefore, is not concerned with seeing these lived experiences as objective ‘facts,’ per 

se, but rather, with how a person makes meaning of, and from, their experiences, how 

they make sense of their world, and their experience of it. It is important to acknowledge 

that ‘collecting’ or ‘gathering’ someone’s lived experiences is a ‘recollective’ act. It is an 

act of remembering as sense-making or meaning-making, it is not the ‘experience’ of the 

experience itself, but their (the participant’s) and our (the researcher’s) narration of it. As 

Van Manen (1990, p. 53) says:  

“We need to realize that experiential accounts or lived-experience 
descriptions…are never identical to lived experience itself. All recollections 
of experiences, reflections on experiences, descriptions of experiences are 
already transformations of those experiences…. So, the upshot is, that we 
need to find access to life’s living dimensions while realizing that the 
meanings we bring to the surface from the depths of life’s oceans have 
already lost the quiver of their undisturbed existence.” 

In the context of this thesis, then, the lived experiences of this undocumented, 

minor refugee in his journey of refuge, are the focus of the research, as they emerged in 

conversation with me, the researcher, and so, the ‘data’ are these conversations. I use 

the word ‘data’ with caution, as Van Manen (1990) again advises: “(The) notion of ‘data’ 

is ambiguous within the human science perspective…. (and) in some respect, it is quite 
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misleading particularly, since the concept of ‘data’ has quantitative overtones associated 

with behavioural and more positivisitic social science approaches” (p. 54). The nature 

and character of this research is, as Van Manen says “to find access to life’s living 

dimensions” of this young person. 

1.3. Identity 

Fearon (1999) defines “identity” as how individuals are, and think about 

themselves. It includes how individuals are viewed by the world and the characteristics 

that define them. Brah (2007) explains that identity is formulated as individuals identify 

themselves and their group in terms of difference or sameness to other groups. Thus, 

identity is a relational phenomenon (Ahluwalia, 2001).  

Individuals associate their identity with regard to an experience occurring in a 

particular social context. The social context may be the family, the village, region, clan, 

profession, language, the competing economic group, and/or one's religion (Nagel, 

1994). Identity constructions can be a result of many sources. Castells (2011) 

elaborates: 

 The construction of identities uses building materials from history, from 
geography, from biology, from productive and reproductive institutions, 
from collective memory and personal fantasies, from power apparatuses 
and religious revelations. However, individuals, social groups, and 
societies process all these materials, and rearrange their meaning, 
according to social determinations and cultural projects that are rooted in 
their social structure, and in their space/time framework. (p.7) 

According to Erikson (1968), several developmental factors contribute to the 

construction of the identity of individuals. These include sexual orientation, the choice of 

occupation and the development of an ideological worldview. Erikson (1968) furthermore 

explains that the ideological worldview is what is worthy of a personal commitment and 

could be either religious or political. It is important to note that identity is fluid and 

susceptible to change under different contexts and experiences. Refugee studies tend to 

overlook developmental processes and subjective experiences. Instead, refugees tend 

to be viewed only as an outcome of international, national, and regional conflicts, and 

the reception of refugees in host countries is likewise influenced by international, 

national, and regional politics (Micinski, 2021).  
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Refugees are forced to abandon their homes in search of safety for themselves 

and their families. Through their journey of displacement, refugees lose many aspects of 

what once constructed their identity—their way of life, status, wealth, power, places, 

people, and, in some cases, language and culture. Refugees may also suffer from loss, 

physical or emotional, due to the loss of a loved one or experiencing the horrors of war. 

The pain that refugees endure due to their displacement and the difficulties they face 

while trying to rebuild their lives, such as finding employment and housing, have been 

viewed as contributing factors to their eventually adopting a new identity (Roberson, 

1992). In an effort to better understand the importance of structural, historical, and 

contextual factors in understanding the development of identities, this research explored 

the specific complex phenomena of "identity" of this particular unaccompanied and 

undocumented Afghan minor refugee to gain a deep understanding of the way his own 

identity has been shaped. 

1.4. Refugee 

The term “refugee” has been defined as any individual who has been forced to 

flee their home because of war, poverty, or persecution (Eckstein, 2011). Although 

refugees come from many different countries and cultures, they share similar patterns of 

experiences (Eckstein, 2011). Being/becoming a "refugee" is in some ways a universal 

experience within refugee populations. Each experience is unique however, thus their 

experiences contain a collection of feelings and perceptions that are present in response 

to the phenomenon of becoming and being a refugee. Therefore, it is important to 

critically look at the definition of the term "refugee" to better understand this delicate 

phenomenon.  

An essential international definition of the term "refugee" was established by the 

UNHCR in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status Refugees. This definition reads: 

A refugee is a person who, because of a well-founded fear of persecution 
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social 
group or political opinion, is outside each of their countries of nationality 
and is unable or, because of that fear, unwilling to avail themselves of the 
protection of each of those countries; or not having a country of nationality, 
is outside the country of their former habitual residence and is unable or, 
because of that fear, unwilling to return to that country. (Jackson, 1991)  
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This definition was established after World War II (WWII), when refugee 

displacements were conceptualized considerably differently from what is most commonly 

envisioned today. According to Haddad (2008), this definition was explicitly established 

to refer to "refugees" as white, male, and anti-communist. Following this initial definition, 

a drastic change in mass displacements has occurred. Since 1951, most refugee 

populations have come from economically emerging countries such as Syria and 

Afghanistan (Lischer, 2017). As a result, people today are often judged according to a 

definition that does not fit them.  

This study acknowledges refugees in line with Lacroix's (2004) definition of the 

concept as a construct that heavily relies on "...the particular subjective experience 

concerning existing refugee policies." In order to truly understand the definition of this 

construct, this study explores how people communicate their own struggle in the 

decision to flee their countries, their perspectives on the process of becoming a refugee, 

and how their stories are personally perceived.  This thesis avoids approaching the term 

“refugee" with the before-mentioned definition established by UNHCR in 1951 because 

that definition of "refugee" is forced onto peoples' lived experiences, rather than letting 

their experiences inform the definition. In this manner, a deeper understanding of the 

category of "refugee" emerges that is helpful in providing insight with which to explore 

the real-life implications of the term.  

1.5. Unaccompanied 

The international community defines an “unaccompanied minor child” as a 

person “under the age of eighteen and who is separated from both parents and is not 

being cared for by an adult who by law or custom, has a responsibility to do so” 

(UNHCR, 1997). Unaccompanied minors often leave their homes due to war, extreme 

inequalities, life constraints, and other significant risks. These minors often experience 

daunting obstacles and dangerous migratory routes on their journey of migration.  

Unaccompanied minors often begin their journeys alone because their parents or 

caregivers have been victims of violence in their home countries (Kohli & Mitchell, 2007). 

In addition, according to Chavez (2016), older children, like many adults, often decide to 

relocate in search of jobs. Since unaccompanied refugee minors have been widely 

recognized as a group of "vulnerable" children and adolescents, they are considered to 
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require special care (Derluyn, 2018). Therefore, the exploration of the aspects of this 

refugee’s lived experiences as they pertain to being ‘unaccompanied and 

undocumented’ provide potential pathways to better understand his experiences and 

how these experiences have shaped his identity. 

1.6. Positionality of “Me” as a Researcher 

The research topic was motivated by multiple elements that contributed to my 

motivation. My core beliefs and experiences define the very first layer of this study, 

namely, the idea of the centrality of lived experiences. I have experienced many pivotal 

turning points i.e., point at which a significant change occurs, in life that have shifted my 

perspectives and shaped the person that I am today. Strauss (1992) considers ‘turning 

points’ as sociological concepts reflecting the idea that major changes to one’s life 

situation also have a subjective effect on one’s identity. According to Umberson (2003), 

major life events can trigger turning points in life providing individuals with opportunities 

to shape/reshape identities and recast self-conceptions, values, and beliefs. The 

occurrence of a major life event can result in dramatic self-reassessment and identity 

change (Umberson, 2003). I have been in formal educational settings almost all my life 

continuously, having had the privilege of access to formal academic settings in different 

countries. I gained great academic knowledge in the course of the years spent in formal 

schooling, but when I reflect back on my own life, I realize that deeper learning has 

occurred for me when I experienced a profound, real-life experience. My outside of 

school experiences defines my being and a broader “education” has come about through 

the experience of major turning points in my life. 

My second personal motivation has been the fact that, as a native-born Iranian, I 

have grown up with refugees around me since Iran is one of the highly populated host 

countries to refugees in the Middle East. I have witnessed first-hand the difficulties and 

challenges they face in life. Living with refugees has also influenced major shifts in my 

career and academic studies. Since the age of 18, I have volunteered in different centers 

and charity houses, although my major in college at that time was architectural 

engineering. After experiencing different turning points, along with ethical and moral 

concerns which drove my interest in serving my refugee brothers and sisters, I realized 

that volunteering was not enough, that I had to do more. I learned that “education” and 

“empowerment” would more systematically and systemically help refugees to assimilate 
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and engage with the host country. With that being said, I decided to change majors and 

step into this world that I am now in. Doing so enables me to both educate and empower 

individuals and to explore ideas and issues pertaining to them through research and 

scholarship. Thus, my goals are two-fold under the canopy of education: to empower 

those who are often disempowered by their status as ‘refugees,’ and to disseminate 

critical ideas, issues, and knowledge to inform the world in my role as a scholar. 

Consequently, with the privilege of having access to formal education and diving 

deeper into this world, I have realized that global definitions and policies for refugees 

must be challenged, reconceptualized and redefined considering the times that we are 

living in now. It is important to inform and educate people in general, and the Iranian 

government, United Nations, and NGOs in particular in regards to the pressing need to 

prioritize refugee children.  

         Much academic attention has been given to the experiences of child 

refugees and other migrants (Crawley, 2006; Kanics, Hernandez &Touzenis, 2010; Kohli 

& Mitchell, 2007; Lemberg-Pederson & Chatty 2015). Chase & Allsopp (2017) explored 

the lived experiences of these young people, of any nationality, after they reach the age 

of eighteen. Despite the fact that Afghans comprised the largest group of refugees 

worldwide in the 1980s and 1990s (Monsutti, 2008) and that Afghanistan is consistently 

one of the top ten asylum applicant countries to Iran for the past many years (Refugee 

Council, 2017), the Iranian-based populataion is under-researched. Consequently, many 

gaps in knowledge exist. This is especially the case regarding unaccompanied and 

undocumented minor refugees in Iran (Alaedini & Mirzaei, 2021). The Iranian 

government has been shouldering a heavy burden with the influx of refugees. The state 

is also vulnerable to various forms of irregular migration including trafficking and 

smuggling with no solid plan to manage these activities. As the Islamic Republic of Iran 

faces these migration challenges, its government is looking forward to a more cohesive 

and coherent approach to develop policy frameworks, as well as to further develop its 

institutional support structures. To the best of this researcher’s knowledge, there are no 

comprehensive studies specifically focusing on undocumented and unaccompanied 

Afghan refugee minors, that document their lives in Iran and/or their journeys to get to 

Iran. Furthermore, there are various challenges in gathering such information. This 

study, therefore, speaks to this gap in the literature by documenting the experiences of a 

young undocumented and unaccompanied Afghan refugee living in Iran. He has been 
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undocumented since he was born, became unaccompanied at the age of six and a 

refugee by the age of eleven, and so early on joined the ranks of unaccompanied 

asylum-seeking children under 18 years of age. 

In the next section, I provide an overview of Iran’s context as a host country, 

followed with background on Afghan migration to Iran, along with existing information on 

integration and well-being of Afghan refugees. I conclude this section with a description 

of what this study might contribute. 

1.7. The Iranian Context 

To understand the lived experiences of an unaccompanied and undocumented 

Afghan refugee living in Iran, the context of Iran's refugee registration and assistance 

program is important. The Ministry of Interior's Bureau for Aliens and Foreign 

Immigrants' Affairs (BAFIA) is in charge of refugee affairs in Iran. In order to keep track 

of the vast flow of Afghans to the country, Iran introduced a registration system for 

refugees called Amayesh in 2001, and this registration system has been revised 

periodically since then (Adelkhah & Olszewska, 2007). BAFIA reviews the refugees' 

status under the Amayesh program and issues Amayesh cards to refugees. The 

Amayesh program also periodically conducts a census to identify foreign nationals. 

Those found eligible are then issued Amayesh cards, which enable refugees to access 

essential services within Iran. Those refugees that have a validly issued Amayesh card 

are granted conditional freedom of movement within Iran, temporary work permits and 

access to the national education and healthcare systems. According to Naseh et al. 

(2018), Amayesh cards have replaced all other previously issued documents for Afghan 

refugees in Iran and have become the only valid refugee documentation in the country. 

Data provided by the UNHCR, showed that over 951,142 Afghan refugees held a 

valid Amayesh card in Iran in 2015 (Alaedini, 2020). In addition to this number of official 

Afghan refugees in Iran, 620,000 Afghans held valid passport visas to stay in Iran 

(Alaedini, 2020). This leaves close to 2 million undocumented Afghans likely living in Iran 

illegally. Nearly 97 percent of these Afghan refugees live in urban or semi-urban areas in 

Iran (Farr, 2020; Salmani et al., 2020). Regardless of their undocumented legal status, 

most Afghan refugees in Iran work as day laborers on construction projects, scavengers, 

or provide general local labor (Fischer, 2004). 
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It is also important to understand the effect that Iran’s Nationality Law has on 

further increasing the presence of undocumented people within its borders. Iran's civil 

code grants children and spouses of Iranian men citizenship automatically. According to 

Article 976(2) of Iran's Nationality Law, children born to an Iranian father are considered 

Iranian nationals regardless of whether they were born in Iran or abroad (Chach & 

Abdipoor, 2019). However, the Nationality Law explicitly prevents women from 

automatically passing on their Iranian nationality to their children, even if such children 

are born in the country but whose fathers are not Iranian citizens. This makes Iran one of 

only 25 countries globally in which women are denied equal rights to confer their 

nationality to their children (Hoodfar & Assadpour, 2000). Although the law has 

progressively been modified, with amendments passed in 2006 and 2019, it retains 

elements of gender discrimination, and therefore, a risk of “statelessness” remains for a 

considerable number of children born in Iran to non-Iranian fathers (Chach & Abdipoor, 

2019). 

Unfortunately, this undocumented population has no access to public services 

such as health care, education, and employment (Roozbeh et al., 2018). According to 

Alaedini (2020), Iran’s Nationality Law has resulted in approximately 2.5 million 

additional undocumented Afghans living in Iran. This additional population has grown at 

unprecedented rates over the past four decades and is considered officially illegal by the 

Iranian Government's asylum and settlement laws. 

Undocumented Afghan minor refugees are considered perhaps the most 

vulnerable community in Iran (Human Rights Watch, 2020). These child refugees are the 

most vulnerable and marginalized because, without documentation, they cannot travel to 

find work and are not allowed to attend schools or use public health services (Human 

Rights Watch, 2020). They are also vulnerable to exploitative work conditions, random 

arrest, and exile. Consequently, this population requires meticulous attention to gather 

information on their current status and the problems they are facing.  

1.8. Research Question and Structure of the Thesis  

To put it succinctly, my research question was: What are the lived experiences of 

an unaccompanied and undocumented young Afghan refugee before, during, and after 
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resettlement in Iran and how have these experiences influenced the development of his 

identity? 

To explore this question, this thesis is divided into five chapters. After this 

Introductory chapter, Chapter 2 explores the existing scholarly literature concerning 

pertinent aspects of Iranian and Afghan history in order to provide a basic contextual 

framework for the reader to understand the historical and political background that 

informs the subject's and researcher’s shared experiences. In particular, Chapter 2 

explores the contexts and conditions of Afghan refugee lives in Iran. Chapter 3 

discusses the research methodology and methods employed. Specifically, it discusses in 

more detail the notion of ‘lived experience’ as a methodological aim, and defines the 

epistemological and ontological perspectives of the research, considers the organization 

of the research, and argues for the advantages of a qualitative study design that focuses 

on subjective, that is, lived, experiences. A discussion of the research methods and 

tools, the nature of the interview sessions and the approach to data analysis, are 

followed by a summary of the participant's profile. The fourth chapter is dedicated to the 

research findings resulting from a thematic analysis of the data. This chapter uses 

interview excerpts and themes to enhance the discussion and shed light on Hussain’s 

lived experiences. The fifth and final chapter concludes the thesis and highlights the 

experiences of the participant that shaped his identity. This chapter also revisits the 

research question, notes the study's limitations, and suggests recommendations for 

further research, ending with a brief reflection on the part of the researcher outlining key 

learnings and ongoing questions.   
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Chapter 2.  
 
Contextual Overview and Background: Afghanistan, 
Land of Beauty and Brutality 

 

Source: www.mapsopensource.com, n.d. 

Afghanistan is, without a doubt, one of the most geopolitical regions of the world 

(Keshavarzian, 2005). It is a landlocked country neighboring China, Pakistan, Iran and 

other Central Asian countries with an extensive significance geopolitically and geo-

strategically (Keshavarzian, 2005). Afghanistan shares borders with Iran to its west and 

Pakistan to its south (Saikal, 2004). Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan share 

mutual borders with Afghanistan’s northern borders, and China is another neighbor 

located to its far northeast (Keshavarzian, 2005). Present day Iran, Afghanistan, 

Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and several other countries were historically part of the ancient 

Persian Empire that now forms the current international neighborhood. According to 

Yasna (2019), the whole region is known for the Culture of Persia, consisting of several 
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common elements such as language, religion, culture, mythology, and holidays or other 

common events. For example, current Herat city of Afghanistan was once a part of a 

province in Iran known as Khorasan previous to 1856. Today, the existing bordering 

province in the North East of Iran next to present Afghanistan is named Khorasan 

(Yasna, 2019).  

Afghanistan has been subject to multiple invasions due to its 

location strategically as a crossroad of Asia (Noorzai, 2006). According to Ahady (1995), 

Afghanistan has diverse legacies as a result of these various invasions of different 

powers from various races, religions and regions. Invaders included Persians (500 BC), 

Greeks (330 BC), Arabs (642 AD), Mongols (1219), British (1939, 1878, 1918), Russians 

(1979), and Americans (2001) and have resulted in a divergent society with distinctive 

races, tribes, religions, and languages. Afghanistan is estimated to have a population of 

approximately 37.2 million citizens that are divided into 20 ethnic groups.  The most 

prominent of these groups are Pashtuns (42%), Tajiks (27%), Hazaras (9%), Uzbeks 

(9%), Aymaqs (4%), Turkmen (3%), Baluch (2%) and others (4%) (Shah, 2020). 

Afghanistan contains 34 provinces, and according to Shah and Solangi (2019), 

Afghanistan is considered as one of the less developed countries of the world.    

The situation in Afghanistan has been challenging for several decades due to the 

country's recent history of war. These wars began with the Soviet Union's invasion in 

1979 and later withdrawal in 1989. This was followed by a seven-year civil war and the 

Islamic Taliban regime proclaiming control over the country in 1994 (Karlsson & 

Mansory, 2008). The Taliban government recognized Sharia law as the law enforced by 

the government, which persecuted all forms of opposition and denied women rights to 

work and study. According to Meszaros (2019), the United States of America (USA) 

declared war on terror and invaded Afghanistan in 2001 following the terror attacks of 

9/11 by Al-Qaeda, a group located within Afghanistan and protected by the Taliban 

government at that time (Meszaros, 2019). Since then, Afghanistan has been 

experiencing war between the Taliban and a coalition of US led international forces 

(Johnson & Mason, 2007). The Taliban's recent takeover and Kabul’s fall to the Taliban 

in August of 2021, has once again created a new set of challenges for the region 

causing a new refugee crisis as Afghans again flee the country (Noor, 2021). 
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2.1. Afghanistan: Ethnicity 

 

Source: Afghanistan Maps - Perry-Castañeda Map Collection - UT Library Online, n.d. 

Ethnically, most of the population in Afghanistan are Pashtun, who speak the 

language of the same name. A long history of ethnic competition and tension lies in 

Afghanistan's social structure following the formal founding of Pashtun tribes as a 

distinct ethnic entity in 1747 (Christia, 2010). Christia (2010) reported that ethnic 

conflicts that occurred from 1992 to 1996, led to polarization between Pashtuns and 

Hazara people. Hazara Afghans form the most significant population of Afghans living in 

Iran mainly due to speaking Dari, which is a version of modern Persian (Yahyaei & Kia, 

2009). According to Yahyaei and Kia (2009), religion, tradition, and geography are the 

main reasons behind the deviation between Afghan ethnicities. Yahyaei & Kia (2009) 

explain that the ethnicity of people who are geographically closer to the Iranian borders 

lean more towards the Hazara and the Iranian culture. Conversely, those ethnicities 

residing in the center or Eastern Afghanistan, further away from Iran, contain people 

(Pashtuns) that are less committed to Persian culture. Such physical and traditional 

remoteness is intensified by differences culturally. Most Pashtun and Tajik are Sunni 

Muslims, whereas the Hazara are Shia Muslims.  
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Another contributing factor is seen in a more robust sense of nationalism among 

Pashtuns, as many self-identify as Pashtun rather than with the label of their religion 

(Jawad, 1992). Pashtun people have historically exhibited prejudice and superiority over 

the Hazara peoples in the region and thus this has caused conflict inside Afghanistan’s 

borders historically. Notably, most Afghan leaders have been from the Pashtun and the 

Tajik.  

Afghans profoundly believe in Islam's philanthropic and democratic teachings, 

which has somehow, resulted in some fanaticism (Hanson, 2007). Nevertheless, 

perceptibly, Afghans are a bold example that an ethical doctrine in a society's foundation 

does not necessarily promise the practice. The ethnic conflicts between Pashtun / Tajik 

versus Hazara people and the insurgence of a fanatic group such as the Taliban against 

one's nation manifest the foibles. Initially, many Pashtuns supported the Taliban 

movement, which was formed in late 1994, as the group avoided ethnic rhetoric at first. 

The group then, however, progressively started implementing rules expressing pro-

Pashtun and anti-Shia opinions within its core foundation (Christia, 2010). According to 

Christia (2010), the Taliban often captured and harassed people solely for ethnic 

reasons due to hostilities with other groups. The ethnic conflict phenomenon is deeply 

rooted in Afghanistan’s social structure. The liberal government of Ashraf Ghani in 2021 

did not manage to control the ethnic antagonisms in Afghanistan which partly resulted in 

the Taliban's return to power on August 15, 2021. 
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2.2. Afghanistan: Language 

 

Source: Map of Languages (in Districts) in Afghanistan.jpg - Wikimedia Commons, n.d. 

It is important to explicitly discuss language in this study since language 

influences perceptions of social status, economic status, and intelligence (Edwards, 

1999; Garrette, 2010). Afghanistan has two official languages- Dari and Pashto (Khan et 

al., 2021). Dari is a dialect of Farsi spoken in Afghanistan and is also considered one of 

the national languages, alongside Pashto. The written form of Dari and Pashto is in the 

Arabic script with some variations in some letters (Shah et al., 2008). According to Miran 

(1977), the first language, Dari, is considered the daily official language of 

communication; most Afghans are bilingual, and some are multilingual. Shahrani (2006) 

states that at least 2,000 years of history lies behind the Dari language. Dari is 

categorized as an Indo-Iranian or Indo-Aryan language, falling under the Indo-European 

language family (Shahrani, 2006). The terms Dari, Farsi, and Persian sometimes are 

used interchangeably. Alamyar (2010) clarifies that Afghans prefer labelling their 

language as Dari since Farsi is an official Iranian language. The other Afghan official 

language is Pashto. Pashto is held in high regard mainly due to the political power of the 

Pashtuns (Nawid, 2012). However, Nawid (2012) points out the fact that Pashtu is 

considered second in prestige compared to Dari (Persian). 
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Ethnic groups, languages, and regions are very much intertwined in Afghanistan. 

Afghanistan is a multilingual country with a wide range of dialects (Kawyani, 2006). A 

whole culture exists consisting of traditions and narratives behind each language, both 

orally and written (Sapir, 1985). Such cultural heterogeneity coupled with these 

historically socio-cultural hierarchies and antagonisms impacts a wide range of 

outcomes, fostering civil war, undermining growth, hindering fair redistribution of 

resources and the equitable provision of public goods (Desmet et al., 2012).  

2.3. Afghanistan: Demographics, Culture and Background 

    Regarding demographics and population, there is a lack of reliable information 

documented through an accurate census due to the reluctance of Pashtun-dominated 

governments of Afghanistan to conduct an accurate national survey (Ahady, 1995). 

Nunan (2016) ties this inaccuracy to the Pashtun-dominated government justifying their 

political domination since 1747 by over-counting the Pashtun proportion of the 

population. The UN’s (2019) most recent data estimates Afghanistan's population at 

38,928,346 people, equivalent to 0.5% of the total world population. Afghanistan's 

system of government is an Islamic republic. The recent president of Afghanistan, Ashraf 

Ghani, is originally from the Ahmadzai Pashtun tribe (Sopko, 2021). Islam is the official 

state religion of Afghanistan, with approximately 90% practicing Sunni Islam while 

around 9% are Shias, whereas the remaining 1% is Hindu and Sikh (Rubin, 2004). 

Emadi (1997) considers the Hazara people as the dominant Shiite Muslims initially with 

Turko-Mongol background. Afghans with Hazara ethnicity tend to be distinct from the 

other ethnic groups regarding their appearance (Emadi, 1997). According to Koepke 

(2011), a significant portion of Afghan refugees in Iran belong to the Hazara ethnic 

group, with 40.47 % of Iran’s Afghan expat population. Rajaee (2000) states that most 

Hazara people relocated to Iran from Hazarajat, one of the most underprivileged regions 

in Afghanistan. Hazarajat is located in central Afghanistan, and Bamiyan, Orozgan and 

Ghur and some other provinces of Herat, Qandahar, Ghazni, Farah, Baghlan, Balkh, 

Parwan and Badghis, are part of the Hazarajat region (Rajaee, 2000). It is challenging to 

migrate from Hazarajat to urban or other parts of Afghanistan or to regions outside of 

Afghanistan due to severe conditions of available routes (Monsutti, 2007). Monsutti 

(2007) adds that economic instability and personal safety concerns resulting from 

consecutive wars are two significant reasons leading Hazara people to relocate. 
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Monsutti (2007) concludes that the underlying reasons behind Afghan peoples’ 

relocation, in general, can be tied to a combination of political, cultural, economic, and 

ecological factors.  

2.4. Iran: A Host Country 

 

Source: www.mapsopensource.com, n.d. 

 Iran is a country in Western Asia encompassing approximately 1,531,595 

square kilometers of land (Piran, 2004). Iran is the second largest country in the Middle 

East, after Saudi Arabia (Piran, 2004). Iran is bordered to the west by Iraq and Turkey 

and to the north by Azerbaijan, Armenia and Turkmenistan.To the east, Iran is bordered 

by Afghanistan and Pakistan. Iran is a culturally diverse society, and interethnic relations 

http://www.mapsopensource.com/
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are generally amicable. Persians are Iran's largest ethnic group, making up about 54% 

of the approximately 82.91-million-person population. The balance includes a range of 

nearly a dozen other ethnicities. According to The World Factbook (2021), Iran's ethnic 

groups include the Azeri with 16% of the population; Kurds, 10%; Gilaks and 

Mazandaranis, approximately 7%, Lurs and Bakhtiari people, 6%; Turkmens, Qashqai, 

and Khorasani Turks, 2%; Arabs, 2%; Baloch, 2%; and others, 1%. The majority of 

Iranians are young by international standards. In 2020, about 24.74 percent of 

inhabitants were aged 0 to 14 years, while approximately 68.69 percent were aged 15 to 

64, and 6.56 percent of Iran inhabitants were aged 65 or older (Statista, 2020). 

According to Razzaghi (2010), the two most important factors contributing to Iran's unity 

are Persian nationalism and Islam, specifically the Shia branch. Iran's ethnic diversity is 

reflected in the languages of Iran that originate from a number of linguistic origins.  

2.5. Iran: Language 

Despite the wide range of linguistic backgrounds, the primary language spoken 

and used is Persian (known locally as Farsi or names such as Iranian Persian and 

Western Persian).  Linguists have generally considered Persian and Dari distinct dialects 

of one language (Farsi), rather than separate languages (Labov, 1963). The two dialects 

of Farsi Dari and Persian, differ in lexicon, phonology, and syntax. Most lexical 

differences are evident in conversational everyday speech. Many of the language 

attitudes Dari speakers hold today have been established through the relationship 

between Iran and Afghanistan throughout history. When it comes to comparing Iranian 

Persian and Dari dialects, Hansia (2014) points out that Iranian Persian has more overt 

prestige than Dari for both the Iranian and Afghan population.  

Another factor that also forms language attitudes is “ethnic stereotyping” 

(Caparoso & Collins, 2015). The concept of ethnic stereotyping which exists in folk 

humor often causes serious effects on shaping language attitudes towards language 

minorities (Martinez & Ramasubramanian, 2015). Ethnic humor is very popular and 

prevalent in Iran, a situation that often creates harmful situations with real-life 

consequences for minorities who are stereotyped based on their distinctive linguistic or 

racial/cultural features (Haghish et al., 2012). According to Yagmur & Kroon (2006), such 

consequences might continue to grow to the degree that they can pose threats to the 

ethno-linguistic vitality of minority languages. Izady (2001), states that the only official 
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language spoken in Iran is Persian (also, Farsi or Parsi), regardless of a wide variety of 

languages being spoken in Iran, the standard variety and the standard accent is the 

Tehrani version which is spoken by people from Tehran, the capital city of Iran. This 

version is used by Iranian media and the formal education system. According to 

Razzaghi (2010), non-mainstream groups (i.e., people who speak Persian with an 

accent or dialect), are often considered as second-class and thus less respected by 

speakers of the dominant version of the Persian language (Tehrani). Consequently, as 

Saito (2007) points out, Afghans face great pressures to speak Iranian Persian (i.e., 

Tehrani) with no accent in public. Due to the current context of the Afghan refugee 

population in Iran, Persian speakers often have a negative perception of speakers using 

the Dari dialect (Moinipour, 2017). 

2.6. Context of Afghan refugees living in Iran 

Afghans are highly stigmatized in Iranian society due to their refugee status 

(Khosravi, 2017). Afghans face many challenges and often are victims of human rights 

abuses (such as “No Go Areas”), limitations on their right to work, inaccessible and thus 

a general lack of formal education, exploitative child labor, rejection of citizenship and 

marriage rights, and recipients of vigilante justice (Geller & Latek, 2014). According to 

Geller & Latek (2014), there are areas where Afghans (registered or unregistered) can 

live and consequently work, however approximately two thirds of Iran has become a “No 

Go Area '' for Afghans (Hansia, 2014). According to Christensen (2016), any refugee 

residing in a banned or “No Go Area” or found in a different occupation is subject to 

deportation. During the past years, the Iranian Government has introduced ever 

increasing limitations on where Afghans can work (Hansia, 2014). According to Moravej 

(2014), documented Afghan refugees must apply for a work permit for employment, 

which is both expensive and complicated to obtain. Hansia (2014) elaborates that those 

documented Afghans who do obtain a work permit are often restricted to only certain 

types of jobs in fields with heavy manual labor requirements and with generally poor 

wages.  

The majority of newly arriving Afghans are undocumented, and consequently 

subject to deportation since Iran has no asylum procedures that allow newly arriving 

Afghans to lodge refugee claims (Hansia, 2014). Hansia (2014) explains that now 

Afghan children often remain unregistered in Iran, have limited access to education, and 
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are at risk of exploitative work environments. Additionally, according to Hansia (2014), 

the limited number of documented refugee students who do make it to the university 

level are banned from studying specific majors at Iranian universities (such as atomic 

physics, nuclear engineering, chemical engineering, and aerospace engineering). 

Furthermore, citizenship is not an option for Afghans in Iran. Hansia (2014) explains that 

the Iranian government does not grant citizenship to the children of an Iranian woman 

married to an Afghan man nor to Afghan refugees or their children. 

Further adding to the vulnerability of the refugee population in Iran is the fact that 

vigilante justice remains common against Afghans in Iran (Hansia, 2014). According to 

Human Rights Watch (2013), if an Afghan is accused of a crime, local law enforcement 

often turns a blind eye as angry mobs of Iranian citizens’ loot and burn entire Afghan 

neighborhoods. Considering the previous explanations, it is not surprising for Afghans to 

be associated with the poor, working and uneducated class and to be highly stigmatized 

in Iranian society. Still, Iran remained one of the primary countries for Afghan refugees to 

resettle, irrespective of the aforementioned circumstances. This is mainly because these 

refugees share a common culture, religion, and language with Iranians (Naseh et al., 

2018).  

According to The World Bank (2019), 42.6% of the 37.2 million population of 

Afghanistan are under 14 years of age. It's been reported that 58% of Afghans under 18 

suffer from multi-dimensional poverty in Afghanistan (National Statistics and Information 

Authority, 2019). Moreover, the UN (2019) reported 14,000 cases of rights violations 

committed against children in Afghanistan from 2015 to 2018, resulting in 12,600 

persons either losing their lives or experiencing serious injuries. Thus, these instabilities 

and insecurities have stimulated the continuing presence of Afghan children in Iran not 

only as part of displaced families, but also unaccompanied.  

Eide and Hjern (2013) point out that refugee children were accompanied mainly 

by their families in the past while relocating.  However, according to Eide and Hjern 

(2013), recently there has been an increasing number of children and youth fleeing and 

relocating on their own. Mann (2004) states that academics, practitioners, and 

policymakers recognize these unaccompanied children as one of the most vulnerable 

groups affected by war since significant threats to these children's physical and 

psychological well-being have been identified. Mann (2004) reasonably points out that 
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most of these children have not chosen to be estranged from their parents – instead, 

they have no other choice than to escape their homeland. Øien (2010) conducted a 

study to explore the conditions that play a role in relocating. According to Øien (2010), 

aspects such as gender, age and the socio-cultural circumstances in the country of 

origin often determine which individuals will leave the country to search for better 

opportunities. Interestingly, Øien (2010) states that most unaccompanied minors who 

relocate are boys due to different expectations of boys and girls in the Afghan context.  

2.7. The Journey of Migration 

It is not easy for Afghans to obtain an Iranian visa since the cost of the 

documentation may approach close to US$1000. Consequently, illegal border-crossing 

remains a preferred option among most Afghans migrating to Iran. This is especially the 

case for Afghan children, who may not truly comprehend the concept of citizenship or 

illegal border-crossing (Alaedini & Mirzaei, 2018). In desperate times of need, demand 

for smuggling services is particularly high among refugees and asylum seekers who may 

need to escape their homelands. Smugglers use land, air and sea routes - and 

combinations of those to move individuals across borders. Colic-Peisker (2017) points 

out that many people choose to relocate despite the routes being unsafe and proving 

fatal. As explained before, the number of unaccompanied children has grown each year 

worldwide, escaping poverty, war and persecution (Vissing et al., 2021). According to 

Alaedini and Mirzaei (2018), there has been a rise in the number of Afghan children 

residing in Iran, unaccompanied minors in particular. According to Alaedini and Mirzaei 

(2021), most Afghan unaccompanied children in Iran are boys. Studies have shown that 

Afghan children who have arrived recently share similar experiences such as 

experiences of hardship, loss, and traumas and also similar narratives with those who 

moved to Iran decades ago (Alaedini & Mirzaei, 2021).  

It is essential to consider that the outcome experiences after managing to escape 

the war may differ among youth. Some may be granted refuge and have the 

opportunities to start a better life for themselves, whereas others may experience even 

more hardship after relocating to a new country.  It costs Afghan migrants around 

US$360 to hire a smuggler to traffic them into Iran, compared to the $1000 price for the 

Iranian visa (Zand-Razavi, 2016). Most unaccompanied Afghan minors work in Iran to 

compensate the smugglers (Alaedini & Mirzaei, 2021). UNHCR (2019) reported that 4% 
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of Afghans who were deported across the Iranian border in 2017 and 2018 were 

unaccompanied and undocumented children.  
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Chapter 3.  
 
Methodology and Methods 

In this chapter I outline the overall methodology used, along with specific 

methods, the particular approach to analysis, and the logistical and procedural elements 

of the research (e.g., participant recruitment, interview setting and protocols, ethical 

considerations observed, etc.). 

As was stated in the introduction, this research was oriented around the concept 

of “lived experience.” Lived experience methods fall under the general category of 

phenomenological methods, which themselves are a component of the broader category 

of qualitative methods and methodologies (eg, Van Manen,1997, 2014; Paley, 2016; 

Vagle, 2018; Creely & Laletas, 2020). Broadly defined, they illustrate that only those who 

have experienced particular phenomena can communicate about those things to another 

person and to the outside world (Mapp, 2008). Furthermore, as was mentioned above, 

lived experience methods are part of the tradition in the human sciences (Dilthey, 

1883;1987) that sees its central aim as that of “understanding” (verstehen in the original 

German) individual and social phenomena, as opposed to the central aim of the ‘natural 

sciences,’ of ‘explanation’ (erklarung in the original German; Iosifides & Sporton, 2009). I 

chose the lived experience method for this study as my aim was not to ‘explain’ the 

experiences of this 20-year-old Afghan refugee living in Iran as an undocumented 

refugee, but rather to examine, explore, and understand his experiences. As Stewart 

and Mickunas (1990) put it, phenomenology is the study of phenomena: appearances of 

things, or things as they appear in everyday experiences. In this way, the participant 

tries to make sense of his experiences, in the recollective sense, through narrating their 

experiences, while the researcher attempts to understand the meaning given by the 

participant to those experiences. 

3.1. Positionality 

 I consider myself as both an insider and outsider with regard to my 

positionality vis-a-vis my participant, Hussain. Having elements such as religion, 

nationality, language and culture in common with Hussain has inevitably influenced my 
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approach and interactions with him. I identify as a Shia Muslim, Persian woman who 

speaks Farsi. I have been raised as a child, and lived as a young adult, among Afghans 

yet I am not a refugee nor an Afghan.  Sharing the same language and cultural 

background however, served to facilitate the building of trust between myself as 

researcher and my participant. Still, I acknowledge the privilege of having both my 

parents as my legal guardians and living legally in Iran likely has limited and narrowed 

my understanding of the challenges experienced by any unaccompanied and 

undocumented refugee minor. At the same time, in living, working and engaging with this 

population, I have to some extent, come to a sense of familiarity and understanding of 

their hardships. In response to acknowledging the different life experiences between 

myself and my participant, I chose the 'lived experience' approach for this study. My aim 

was not to ‘explain’ the experiences of this unaccompanied and undocumented Afghan 

refugee living in Iran, but rather to examine, explore, and understand his experiences.  

3.2. Thematic Analysis of Lived Experiences 

To develop my methodology further, I employed a thematic analysis approach, 

which is to say, an inductive approach oriented around identifying key themes that 

emerge from the participant’s narratives. The goal of the thematic analysis is to achieve 

an understanding of patterns of meanings from data on lived experiences (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006).  A prerequisite for the analysis is that it includes data on lived 

experiences, such as interviews or narratives. Themes derived from the analysis are 

based on the data and the experience of the participant (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The 

analysis begins with a search for meaning, and attempts to identify additional or different 

emergent meanings, and to see how they might be related to each other (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis is aimed at trying to understand the complexity of 

meanings in the data (Boyatzis, 1998). It involves the researcher engaging in the data 

and the analysis in ongoing and continuous ways so as to more deeply understand the 

lived experiences of the participant. Analysis, then, involves a search for patterns of 

meanings in the participant’s narratives, which, when explored further, sometimes cross-

referencing the narratives, can lead to determining how such patterns can be organized 

into themes, which in turn, involves an ongoing reflective process on the part of the 

researcher in order to elucidate and illuminate meaning (Boyatz,1998).   
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Chandler (1990) refers to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis to explain how people from 

different cultures think differently because of differences in their languages maintaining 

“no two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as representing the 

same social reality. The worlds in which different cultures live are distinct worlds, not 

merely the same world with different labels attached” (Abley, 2005). Consequently, I 

decided to first explore and thematically analyze the data in Farsi since Farsi is more of 

an emotional language. After translating the transcripts to English, I re-explored and re-

analyzed the data in English since English is more methodical to me. The two-lens 

approach resulted in 9 emerging themes.   

For example, “refugeeness” is a universal yet also a subjective concept. 

According to Lacroix (2004), the concept of refugeeness is perceived as a construct 

since it heavily relies on the particular subjective experience in relation to existing 

refugee policies. In order to truly understand the definition of this construct in the context 

of this study, I sought to explore the ways in which the participant speaks of his struggles 

in the decision to flee his country, his perceptions regarding the process of becoming a 

refugee, and the ways in which his story will be perceived by the reader. Interpretations 

of "refugeeness," while they are subjective, can be examined through thematic analysis, 

by connecting various representations or statements about refugeeness with emergent 

themes providing lenses on the concept, as described by the participant. 

Thematic analysis is not tied to a particular theoretical framework so it can be 

applied when using a range of theories and epistemological approaches (Fereday & 

Muir-Cochrane, 2006; Moscovici, 1984). Again, it is used as a method to identify and 

analyze patterns of meaning in a dataset (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  A variety of relevant 

themes may emerge from sets of data by implementing thematic analysis in order to 

identify, investigate, categorize, interpret, describe, and finally report admissible themes 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). With this method, the researcher can illustrate which themes are 

of most value regarding the description of the specific phenomenon in a research study 

(Daly et al., 1997).  

Since the research focus of this study was the subjective lived experiences of 

one undocumented, unaccompanied Afghan refugee, as Weaver and Olson (2006) point 

out, the voice and lived experiences of the participant is the crucial contributing factor in 

order to guarantee a deep and rich understanding of the participant in his social and 
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cultural phenomenon. Holloway and Todres (2003) point out that the ability to interpret 

and thematize meaning is a necessary, generic skill that generalizes across qualitative 

work. Some argue that there is a lack of solid literature on how to conduct thematic 

analysis in regards to other leading methods while conducting qualitative analysis, such 

as grounded theory or ethnography (Nowell et al., 2017). While it is true that emerging 

themes may appear to be inconsistent and disorganized due the flexibility and lack of 

structure of thematic analysis, Holloway and Todres (2003) explain that this can be 

resolved if researchers state their epistemological stance throughout the study. It is a 

truism that qualitative research may not be recognized to be as accurate, generalizable, 

and/or valid as compared with quantitative research, with its use of control of variables, 

of numbers, graphs and statistics (Nowell et al., 2017), it has been argued that in 

qualitative research, trustworthiness on the part of the researcher has an important role 

in reassuring readers regarding the legitimacy of their qualitative designs and methods 

(Guba & Lincoln ,1985). Thus, as Guba and Lincoln (1985) state, in order to secure the 

validity of a study, qualitative researchers must take credibility, transferability, and 

dependability into consideration, credibility and dependability being key attributes that 

encourage trustworthiness. Guba and Lincoln (1985) argued that credibility is the degree 

to which results are believable to the readers and can be identified by them. In order to 

achieve credibility, Guba and Lincoln go on to argue that techniques such as prolonged 

engagement with the participants, observation, triangulation of data, debriefing of 

preliminary findings and interpretations, and member checking with participants. In order 

to ensure validity, all of these qualities can ensure trustworthiness. Perhaps more than 

anything, a trusted and trusting relationship between the participant and the researcher 

is needed in order for the researcher’s representation of the interactions to be 

considered trustworthy.  

In this study, I intentionally cultivated a commitment to this criterion in my initial 

approach to methods by spending time with the participant before and after interviews, 

by interacting with him in a casual manner, by implementing warm-up prompts, and by 

continually asking for feedback and clarification from the participant himself.  
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3.3. Procedures for Recruitment, Participation, and Data 
Collection 

The participant was recruited purposefully, through the researcher's established 

networks within the refugee population in Iran and consistent with approved ethics 

recruitment protocols as defined by the Office of Research Ethics at SFU (Study 

Number: 30000291). The initial criteria for inclusion were: for the participant to identify as 

being from a refugee background, to be Afghan in origin and ethnicity, for them to have 

fluency in Farsi as the medium of communication between participant and researcher, to 

be living in Iran, and also, importantly, that their participation in the research was 

completely voluntary. Following approved research ethics protocols, the researcher 

invited a small group of refugees known to the researcher to discuss the nature of the 

research and what it would involve in order to ascertain if there was any possible interest 

in participating. After receiving an expression of interest on the part of one particular 

participant, the researcher chose to proceed with this person on the basis of their 

availability to participate in the interviews and that he fit the key criterion of having 

significant life experience as a refugee, despite his young age. Furthermore, the 

participant was an unaccompanied and undocumented Afghan refugee who spoke Farsi, 

lived in Iran, was willing and able to commit to eight video-taped, remote interview 

sessions lasting approximately 2-2 ½ hours each. Thus, the participant met the more 

specific criteria for inclusion in this study and was chosen accordingly.  

I want to make mention here of the fact that this research only involved one 
participant. Because the objective of phenomenology, as a methodology 
emphasizing “lived experience,” is to provide an accurate comprehensive 
description of a phenomenon, it is entirely appropriate to focus on one 
person. Again, unlike quantitative studies, where statistical significance, 
and an intentional limiting of variables, toward the ends of generalizability 
and predictability, is paramount, in qualitative studies of this kind, the focus 
on one participant is, ideally, a strength, not a weakness. According to 
Morse (1994), there is no specific number required for a desirable or 
significant sample size in phenomenological studies. Though sample sizes 
in such studies often range from 1 to 20 participants (Starks & Trinidad, 
2007), Morse (2000) interestingly advises:  

The quality of the data and the number of interviews per participant determine 

the amount of usable data obtained. There is an inverse relationship between the 

amount of usable data obtained from each participant and the number of participants. 
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The greater the amount of usable data obtained from each person (as number of 

interviews and so forth), the fewer the number of participants. (p. 4; emphasis added) 

Before being interviewed, the participant was presented with formats of both 

written and verbal informed consent in order for him to be clear and certain as to to what 

was being granted by his participation. I chose a pseudonym (Hussain) for him since he 

said he had no preferences. However, I made sure that the participant was happy with 

this chosen name. I will explain more fully at the end of this chapter, why I chose this 

name for him, and what the significance of this pseudonym was for the participant. 

Suffice to say for the moment, I did not choose the name randomly. I chose it for the 

resonance and connection with an important figure in Shia Islamic history, which the 

participant was both moved by, and honored to be associated with.  

The interviews with Hussain were conducted virtually, one on one via WhatsApp. 

The researcher chose WhatsApp as the medium of communication since this application 

encrypted transmission of the interviews over the internet and had received approval in 

preserving confidentiality of the participant within the approved SFU research ethics 

protocols. All data transmissions remained encrypted, and as such, no company, 

government or other third party could access it.  

The interviews included both audio and visual aspects. Using sound and video 

improves communication by heightening the awareness of the participants’ sight and 

hearing, both in the researcher, and the interviewee. The visual data enables the 

researcher to reveal more about phenomena, and consequently for researcher and 

participant to get at more subtleties and nuances of the phenomenon under discussion, 

in effect, a more participatory engagement between one another. According to Pink 

(2007), adopting participatory approaches which privilege the views of respondents 

about the use of data are recognized as both ethical and essential to obtain ‘good’ data. 

Additionally, Pink (2007) emphasized the importance of ensuring participant consent 

prior to the taking and dissemination of visual data which accordingly is acknowledged in 

this study. I intended to use audio-visual data to create a relationship between the 

participant and the audience/readers and to encourage the audience to use more of their 

senses to engage in the narratives. The researcher acknowledged the need to maintain 

the integrity and anonymity of the participant. In order to do so, the researcher blurred 

any available personal information using special software to obscure the participant’s 
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face and to distort his voice to protect his identity. The virtual setting remained informal 

and took place from the home of the researcher. The researcher followed appropriate 

religious and cultural norms during interviews in an effort to support a relaxed flow of 

thoughts and feelings with the subject during the sessions. 

With prior permission of the participant, all the interviews were audio/video 

recorded. Before each interview, some time was spent in building trust and rapport 

having informal, unrecorded conversations regarding life in general rather than the 

research itself. All the interviews were conducted in Farsi, as it was both the participant’s 

and the researcher’s first language. Interviews were then translated into English by me, 

the researcher, with a culturally appropriate translation (I am a trained expert in Farsi - 

English translation through my undergraduate university degree in applied linguistics). I 

translated all the transcripts from Farsi to English. I further served as a cultural translator 

to ensure concepts were translated into their English-based linguistic equivalents to 

preserve the fidelity and authenticity of the participant’s meaning. I have also 

incorporated in this study, a short audio-visual element representing the participant (with 

his permission) which will be shared at the defense of this thesis, and any future 

presentations, as an effective way of presenting the participant while ensuring his 

anonymity, security, and confidentiality. 

I kept a reflective diary as a complement to the interviews. Pseudonyms were 

used as appropriate within this written reflective diary, again, to maintain confidentiality. 

In addition to the aforementioned steps in order to secure the credibility of the results 

(see Guba & Lincoln, 1985), member checking was also consistently employed. Finally, 

data was returned to the participant to check for accuracy and resonance with the 

participant’s experiences. The emerging codes and themes were discussed with the 

participant to ensure they represented the essence of his perspectives. 

I conducted all the interviews and collected the data myself. Interviews were 

concluded when the participant had nothing further to add or share regarding his lived 

experiences in that particular conversation. Total participant time was about ten hours 

across seven weeks. The researcher kept all the raw data, transcripts, translations, 

notes and the research process in SFU Vault in a clear manner in order to ensure 

confirmability. I acknowledge my personal biases and interpretations in this study in 

consideration of the fact that subjectivity could influence the research. 
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3.4. Ethical considerations 

This study deals with an individual who has experienced loss, years of war, 

adversity, and displacement. During each stage, the researcher asked the participant to 

access his memories and parts of his past which remain difficult to discuss emotionally. 

Since this study was guided by the principles of qualitative research, and specifically 

“lived experience” approaches, both driven by this aim of ‘understanding,’ I engaged with 

the participant at a deep level. Thus, several ethical considerations were required to be 

acknowledged at the beginning, during and after the research to ensure that the rights of 

the participant were respected. Research protocols were submitted to the SFU research 

ethics board, approved by the board and then followed in all aspects of this research 

study (Study Number: 30000291).  

3.5. Phases of Analysis 

Admittedly, data analysis is the most complex part of a qualitative study (Thorne, 

2000). It is mainly due to the subjective nature of qualitative data that requires the 

researcher to go beyond numbers and look for meanings (Wong, 2008). Thematic 

analysis is a method for qualitative data analysis that requires the researcher to explore 

across a data set to identify, analyze, and report repeated patterns (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). This method entails description of the data as well as interpretation in the 

processes of selecting codes and constructing themes (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003). The 

goal of a thematic analysis is to identify themes (i.e. patterns in the data that are relevant 

to the focus of the study) and implement these themes to address the purpose of the 

research (Joffe & Yardley, 2004). This method also aids researchers to secure validity of 

the research (Braun et al., 2015).  

Thematic analysis can be conducted in several ways. There are various 

approaches to conducting thematic analysis. This study follows Braun & Clarke's (2006) 

six-step process: familiarization, coding, generating themes, reviewing themes, defining 

and naming themes, and writing the report. The researcher will describe these six 

phases of analysis in brief as follows: 
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3.5.1. Phase 1: Familiarization 

In this phase of the analysis, researchers must immerse themselves in the data 

and become familiar with the depth and breadth of it (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This phase 

entails reading and re-reading the transcripts, listening to the audio-records or watching 

the recorded interviews in order to become fully acquainted with its content (Braun & 

Clarke, 2014). The researcher must be familiar with the entire body of the data corpus 

completely through the interview process, interview transcriptions and translations, 

reviewing transcriptions and translations and reviewing initial notes.  

3.5.2. Phase 2: Coding 

Coding refers to the process of searching and identifying concepts and finding 

relationships between them in a particular dataset (Linneberg & Korsgaard, 2019). The 

way a researcher interprets what the data being analyzed are truly about is defined as 

“coding” (Gibbs ,2007).  This phase requires reflection, interaction with, and examination 

of the data. 

Nowell et al. (2017), explain that this phase of analysis is concerned with 

reducing a lot of data into small chunks of meaning, producing initial codes, while 

providing an opportunity for the researcher to understand which codes are relevant to 

the data. I engaged with this part manually, utilizing all the initial notes from the interview 

process, memos on the transcripts, and notes in the reflective journal taken into 

consideration. I identified codes by reading the transcripts. I was also alerted to possible 

codes while coming across potentially relevant terms in the participant's discourse such 

as “challenges,” “struggle,” “relocation,” “displacement,” and “war.” 

3.5.3. Phase 3: Searching for Themes 

A theme characterizes a particular perception or experience that the researcher 

sees as relevant to the focus of the research. Themes are made up of a subset of codes. 

A theme is a consistent and meaningful pattern in the data relevant to the research focus 

(Braun & Clarke, 2014). As Braun & Clarke (2006) explain, there are no hard and fast 

rules about what makes a theme.  
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The third phase of analysis involves sorting coded data into themes (Braun & 

Clarke, 2014). To identify a theme, a researcher physically categorizes the examples 

into piles of similar meaning (Nowell et al., 2017). Themes are strongly connected to the 

data rather than theory (Nowell et al., 2017). In this study, the themes were constructed 

by my engagement with the data to address the research topic. I completed this phase 

by taking notes, reflecting upon and further explaining them. I also implemented mind-

mapping techniques to search for the most suitable themes and how to organize them. 

3.5.4. Phase 4: Evaluating Themes 

Researchers modify and develop the preliminary themes that have been 

identified before (Braun & Clarke, 2014). The refinement of them sometimes involves 

themes being split, combined, or discarded (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes are defined 

as a pattern of shared meaning underpinned by a central concept or idea so when 

themes are selected, they should independently resemble the ideas in the data (Nowell 

et al., 2017). I added new themes and deleted some during this phase. For example, the 

initial theme of “Challenges” was later broken down and specified to focus on "Loss of a 

Parent"; and one theme that emerged, which we labelled “Regrets” was not used in the 

final analysis. I decided not to share content related to this emergent theme since it was 

a sensitive topic explored for both the researcher and the participant. This highlights an 

important point, that I will return to in Chapter 5 in reviewing what I  have learned 

through this process: that much of what can be considered data, and much that shapes 

the character of the relationship between researcher and participant, and much that 

ultimately informs the researcher, does so in deep and personal ways, which may not be 

shared, but which nevertheless has a significant and profound impact on who we are 

and who we become through the process of research, who we become as researchers, 

and as ‘persons in the world with others.’ There are implications, then, regarding how we 

carry forward as researchers, and as people in the world with others, and, perhaps most 

importantly, how we are to consider and take account of what we might call ‘shadow 

data.’ 

3.5.5. Phase 5: Defining Themes  

This is the final refinement of the themes and the aim is to ‘...identify the 

‘essence’ of what each theme is about.’ (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.92) This stage requires 
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the researcher to decide which themes are the most valuable and explain the way they 

fit into the overall data set and analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). During this phase, I 

evaluated each theme and identified its role in the entire story. I also asked for feedback 

from other academic advisors to correctly choose the important themes and decide on 

those that needed more consideration. The themes were refined several times to 

accurately portray a meaningful representation of the participant’s lived experiences in 

relation to the major events in his journey of refuge and developing his identity. 

3.5.6. Phase 6: Writing the Report 

Lastly, the written report is the final phase of analysis. According to Braun & 

Clarke (2006), the final report aims to explain the data and the thematic analysis in a 

stimulating, logical, comprehensible and well-informed manner. Braun & Clarke (2006) 

specify that a good qualitative report shows patterns, the relation of data to the literature, 

interpretations of meaning, and general implications.  

To ensure accuracy, all interviews were transcribed and, later the transcribed 

data were read through twice to ensure the accuracy of transcription. All interviews were 

conducted in Farsi, which is the first language of both the researcher and the participant. 

I translated all the transcriptions as a certified Farsi-English translator. The translations 

were checked with a certified Iranian English translator other than myself. In case there 

could be any doubt in proper understanding and interpretation of content meaning, I 

contacted the participant for further clarification of his comments. With an extensive 

amount of research, I gathered a pool of questions from the literature with the intention 

of using those questions as a guide. The interview sessions all were open-ended 

conversations navigating the themes starting with an open/broad question targeting and 

covering the theme of that session. It is worth mentioning that not all questions were 

covered nor asked. Interview prompts were helpful but the flow of information did not 

take place in the format of a strict interview but rather reflected a more free-flowing 

conversation between myself as researcher and my participant, Hussain. This supported 

the trust that was needed in order to facilitate the free flow of highly emotional and 

personal nature of the experiences in Hussain’s life and resulted in rich descriptions of 

his experiences that were needed to best make sense of the themes involved in the 

present study.  I also sorted the interview questions into four categories of individual’s 

background, pre-refuge experiences, mid-refuge, post-refuge to place the experiences in 
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a logical sequence to assist the process of analysis. I identified common themes 

emerging from the responses, and the details of these themes are explained in the 

chapter to follow (Chapter 4). 

Considering the research question, the emergent themes were reorganized and 

categorized in regards to major events and ‘turning points’ happening in each phase of 

his experiential journey and how each shaped his identity. This notion of “turning points” 

was a methodologically significant way of identifying noteworthy aspects of Hussain’s 

lived experience as an undocumented, unaccompanied minor refugee.  

Thus, I explored major turning points and events that occurred in each timeline 

regarding Hussain’s lived experiences. The results of the interviewing process and data 

analysis are presented largely in the form of interview excerpts. As Lindlof & Taylor 

(2017) explain, there is no need for the researcher to speak on behalf of the participants, 

as they are perfectly capable of speaking for themselves. Therefore, I have included rich 

quotes where needed to help clarify how the participant made sense of his experiences. 

Where less critical, summaries of responses are provided, drawing on concise and 

relevant participant quotes.  

3.6. Significance of the Pseudonym: Why “Hussain”? 

I resonated with Hussain in many ways since we shared similar culture, 

language, religion, background, and to a certain extent, similar life events. Some notes 

on these connections and parallels are worth sharing with the readers at this point from 

my researcher standpoint and perspective, in particular, in the choice of Hussain as my 

participant’s pseudonym. 

Both my participant and myself identify as Shia Muslims. While Sunni Muslims 

focus on following the Prophet's example, Shia Muslims focus on the lineage of 

Muhammad's family through a series of Imams (Helfont, 2009). Since the 1970s, and 

especially since the Iranian Revolution in 1979, there has been growing tension between 

Sunni and Shia communities in parts of the Middle East (Skocpol, 1982). Imam (leader) 

Hussain was a grandson of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, and a son of Imam Ali, and 

Hussain's mother was Lady Fatima, daughter of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be on them 
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all.). Imam Hussain was a 7th century revolutionary leader who made the ultimate stand 

for moral justice. His legacy inspires millions to strive for a just society.  

The name “Hussain” was intentionally chosen due to the many resemblances 

between the participant’s journey through life and Imam Hussain’s narrative. Imam 

Hussain had a great love for honesty, truth and justice. He was a man of great courage. 

His sacrifice for the sake of Islam at Karbala is world famous. My participant’s courage 

and love for justice reminded me of Imam Hussain and was one of the key reasons why I 

chose this pseudonym. Early on in our interactions, the participant inquired about the 

possibility of a platform to have his voice heard throughout the world, and I have 

endeavored to do my best to create a platform for him through this research, and 

through this thesis.  

The second reason for choosing Hussain as a pseudonym was in regard to the 

hardships that Imam Hussain experienced during his journey of refuge on foot. Imam 

Hussain was forced to migrate under threat of violence. The Route taken by Imam 

Husain from Medina to Karbala was about 1,100 miles (Fakhr-Rohani, 2014). Imam 

Husain was forced to witness the savage mutilation of his family and children. Left alone, 

the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, was brutally massacred in Karbala alongside 

his family and friends on October 1st, 680 CE (Fakhr-Rohani, 2014). Similarly, as you 

will read and hear in Chapter 4, Participant Hussain has experienced many such 

hardships, including the tragic loss of family members, and a long period of travel on foot 

to seek refuge. 
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Imam Hussain’s route from Mecca to Kerbala 
Source: Eidzahabi, www.?????, n.d. 

Lastly, I chose the name ‘Hussain’ since I believe both of the narratives are 

equally worthy of being heard. Hussain’s story is one of the many stories out there, of 

people like him who are undocumented, unaccompanied, who are trying to find refuge, 

and an opportunity to live their lives well, in safety and towards a future they can 

envision with possibility. The more people who can become aware of these stories, that 

such lives are being lived, and are happening in real life out in the world, in the here and 

now, then the more thought and effort might be dedicated to the improvement of the life 

circumstances for these, and other, marginalized populations 
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Chapter 4.  
 
The Conversations 

This chapter begins with a review of the participant’s background and 

demographic information, and then moves forward to presenting the themes and topics 

that emerged from pre-, mid-, and post-refuge experiences in order to identify the main 

experiences, the “turning points,” that have shaped his identity.  

4.1. A Brief Note on Hussain’s Journey of Displacement 

  

A Glance at Hussain’s Journey of Refuge 

Iran
Tehran/Pishva

Afghanistan
Herat

Afghanistan 
Kabul

Iran
Yazd

Syria
Damascus

Iran

Tehran

Greece/Turkey 
Athens/Istanbul
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Hussain became unaccompanied at the age of 6 in Herat when he lost his 

mother to cancer and was abandoned by his father. He migrated from “Herat” to “Kabul” 

at the age of 8 and remained there until the age of 11. At age 11, Hussain decided to 

take refuge in Iran. After a 23-day trip on foot to Iran, Hussain was captured in Yazd 

since he was undocumented and had crossed the border illegally. At the age of 11, 

Hussain was sent to Syria as a member of the Iranian Army. He spent 6 months in Syria 

fighting for the Iranian Army. He returned to Iran after 6 months. Since the Iranian 

officials did not fulfill their promise to grant Hussain residency as a reward for his 

service, he decided to leave Iran for Turkey and Greece to seek refuge in either of those 

countries. Both trips were unsuccessful. Hussain has remained in Iran ever since as an 

unaccompanied and undocumented refugee. 

The reader will note that in the passages that follow, in particular the excerpts 

from our interviews, I have written his responses first in Farsi, followed by the English 

translation. I have done this both as a way to honor Hussain’s voice and words, as they 

were spoken by him to me in his home language, and, as a methodological point of 

accuracy. A fluent reader and speaker of Farsi will be able to compare the written 

transcription with the English translation, and draw their own conclusions as to the 

fidelity, reliability and trustworthiness of my renderings of each. This methodological ‘act’ 

becomes not simply a gesture, but an invitation to readers to take part in the 

conversation according to their interpretation of my translation from one language to 

another. 

4.2. Gender and Age  

Hussain is a 20-year-old Afghan man currently living in Iran as an undocumented 

refugee. He is currently working as a guard at a restaurant and sleeps there at night. 

4.3. Marital Status   

Hussain is single and has never been married. He has described his own 

personality as independent and explained that he is happy being single. He expressed 

his reluctance towards marriage because of the responsibility marriage brings. This is 

directly connected to one of the emerging themes from the interviews, reflecting the 

participant’s independent personality since he was a young boy. 
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4.4. Religion 

Hussain identifies as a Hazara Afghan, a minority community in current 

Afghanistan. Hazara people are Shia Muslims. He never shared anything specific 

demonstrating that he was practicing Islam. Nonetheless, religion is an area that could 

be further explored with him given the significance of religious and cultural identification 

in Iran. 

4.5. Length of Time Living in Iran 

Hussain has been living in Iran since he was 12 years old, close to 8 years at the 

time of this writing. Length of time in Iran plays a potential role in building a strong sense 

of community and in building his informal support networks. His time in Iran equates to 

almost half his life thus far, and the more time he spends in Iranian society, in Iranian 

occupational settings, establishing connections, and adjusting to life in Iran, the more he 

is subjected to the effects of these conditions and circumstances.  

4.6. Home City in Afghanistan  

Hussain was originally born in Iran and raised in Herat, Afghanistan. As 

explained in Chapter Two, formal laws of the Islamic Republic only 

allowed men to pass nationality. Since Hussain’s mother was a Persian and his father 

was an Afghan, the Iranian government did not recognize Hussain as a Persian. Thus, 

he is currently stateless with no official nationality identifications. Hussain identifies 

himself as a Persian sharing   

 ’متولد همین پیشوام، بچه پیشواییم. مال پیشوام که به دنیا اومدم‘

 “I was born in Pishva, I am from Pishva. I belong to Pishva.” 

Pishva is a city and capital of Pishva County, Tehran Province, Iran. Hussain’s 

family migrated to Afghanistan due to facing racial discriminations when Hussain was 2.  
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4.7. Time in Transit to Iran  

The approximate length of time regarding Hussain’s journey, between leaving 

Afghanistan and arriving in Iran was 6 months and 23 days. Hussain had a 23-day 

journey, mostly on foot initially, to eventually be smuggled into Iran. He was captured by 

the Iranian officials as an illegal immigrant in Iran.  He was then sent to Syria to fight for 

the Iranian army. He was promised permanent residency and some money after 

returning from the war. Hussain said that he fought for the Iranian Army against the 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) for about 6 months. The Iranian government did not 

keep its promises regarding his permanent residency. Hussain has been on his own, 

living stateless as an unaccompanied, undocumented refugee in Iran since he was 12 

years old.  

4.8. Immigration Status 

Hussain is considered undocumented from the Iranian government’s perspective. 

Hussain is currently stateless since he has no legal status, neither in Afghanistan or 

Iran.  

4.9. Level of Education  

Hussain has never attended a formal school. He has never experienced being in 

a formal educational setting. His knowledge of life comes from his life experiences. 

Hussain has received no formal “education”, yet he has managed to learn reading and 

writing in Farsi through self-study using newspapers and magazines. Hussain shared: 

که درس نخوندم کال صفرم. تو همون سوریه میرفتیم درس میخوندیم مثال. شوقی بود همه بچه ها میتونستن “

نامه که می آمد میخوندن. نامه از طرف سرباز یا پستچی میامد میخوندن. ما شور و شوق داشتیم که ببینیم چی هستش 

کم کم شروع کردیم به نوشتن و خوندن دیگه خودمم شروع چجوریه خواندن نوشتن. دیگه همونجا مثال الفبا رو یاد گرفتیم 

میکردم روزنامه میخوندم. بیکار میشدم روزنامه میخوندم که مثال بتونم بهتر بخونم کارم یه جایی گیر نکنه. دیگه 

 “ همونجوری هم میخوندم هم روزایی که بیکار بودم

“I have not studied at all. My knowledge and literacy is next to nothing. 

We used to study in Syria. It was out of a hobby and interest; other kids 

could read when they received mail. Letters received by soldiers or 

postmen were read by these kids. We were excited to see what it was 

like to read and write. There, for example, I learned the alphabet. Little 
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by little, I started writing and reading. I started reading the newspaper 

myself. When I didn’t have anything to do, I would read the newspaper 

so that I could read better and would not get stuck here and there. 

Therefore, I would read and write when I had free time.” 

4.10.  Language Used for Interview  

The language used for the interviews was a mixture of Farsi and Farsi Dari which 

both the researcher and the participant understood.  

4.11. Themes emerging from the Conversations 

In conjunction with the aims of the study, themes from the analysis of the 

participant’s pre-, mid-, and post-refuge experiences largely center on “turning points” 

that had a major role in shaping Hussain’s identity. These are categorized under the 

following headings: 1) Loss of a Parent; 2) Independency; 3) Ethnic Discrimination; 4) 

Distrust; 5) زور/Zoor; 6) Collectivity; 7) Silence and Distractions; 8) Hardship and 

Traumatic experiences in Childhood and Adolescence; 9)  بازیگوشی های

 Bazigooshihaye Koodakane (Childhood Playfulness). These themes will be/کودکانه

explored in detail with supporting excerpts from the observation and interview data 

where appropriate.  

4.11.1. Loss of a Parent 

Critical life events such as loss of a job, immigration, and relocation, ending a 

relationship or a divorce, or loss of a parent, are often accompanied by depression, 

melancholy, disorientation and loss of perspective on life (Hackstaff et al., 2012). 

According to Inglehart (1991), critical life events create a relative imbalance in the 

affected person’s life, therefore requiring the person to change his or her behavior and 

identity as a consequence of the painful event. Losing a parent is grief-filled, traumatic 

and a wholly transformative event, and permanently alters children of any age, both 

biologically and psychologically (Harrington & Neimeyer, 2020). As Hussain explained, 

he and his mother used to live together. Hussain’s mom had to work for them to survive 

while she had cancer. One of the turning points in Hussain’s childhood was losing his 

mother and witnessing it as he explained  
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“ سالم بود مامانم بدجور مریض بود ما هم بچه بودیم نمیفهمیدیم. هی میگفت امروز خوب میشم فردا خوب  5من 

وب خونه مامانم صبح میرفت سر کار من همونجا صبح تا غر…. میشم. ما هم همینجوری منتظر بودیم که کی خوب میشه

سالگی اینا بودم. دیگه مریضیش خیلی بد شد دیگه ما  6تنها بودم دیگه کسی نبود مثال که بیاد پیشم. دیگه همینجوری تا سن 

هم پولی نداشتیم که دوا درمون بکنیم. بعد دیگه شب تقریبا ساعت های یک و دو شب بود من بیرون بودم، بیرون بازی می 

ن اومدن نگاه کردم دیدم مامانم نیست تو اتاق. گفتم خدایا این کجاست. گشتم اینور و اونور بعد کردیم مثال تیله بازی. بعد م

یه باغچه داشتیم پشت خونمون. خونه قدیمی بود دیگه. من هرچی گشتم پیدا نکردم رفتم اینور اونور همسایه پرسیدم گفتن ما 

آخر رفتم میترسیدم که برم حیاط پشتی. رفتم همسایه بغلی  ندیدیم. من تقریبا تا ساعت دو شب دنبالش میگشتم که کجاست.

تموم شده بود … رو آوردم پسره رو که بیا با هم بریم پشت ببینیم چجوریه. رفتیم نگاه کردیم دیدم مامانم تو باغچه افتاده

 ”.دیگه

 “My mother was very ill. I was a kid and I did not understand. She 

would always say I will be fine today, I will be fine tomorrow. I waited 

like this to see when it would get better…... My mother used to go to 

work in the morning. I was in the house all by myself from morning until 

evening…... We didn’t have money, we couldn’t afford medical 

treatments. Then one night, it was about one or two at night, I was out, 

we were playing outside, for example, playing marbles or something. 

Then I went and looked, my mother was not in the room. I was like, 

God, where is she? I went back and forth and then we had a garden 

behind our house. The house was old, you know. I did not find anything; 

I was looking for her. I even asked my neighbor, they said they didn’t 

see her. I was looking for her until about two o'clock at night. I used to 

get afraid to go to the backyard. I asked the next-door neighbor, the 

boy, to go with me and see if she was there. We went and looked and 

saw my mother lying in the garden. That was it…” 

The death of a parent is a highly stressful life event for individuals and the same 

has been for Hussain. At the age of 6, his mother’s unexpected death delivered him to a 

world that he was not prepared for. Hussain became an adult in one night and my 

interpretation, he started to be his own parent at the age of 6. Hussain shared how many 

things still trigger a return to intense grief like a birthday, a holiday or smelling a 

particular food. He also shared that he wished that he could remember more memories 

of his mother since she was his hero since she was taking care of Hussain facing so 

many hardships and challenges as a single mother. This experience educated him in so 

many ways as we explored this turning point together. He shared how this experience 

taught him how to look after his health since his mother had cancer. Hussain shared that 

he learned not to take anything seriously or not to get attached to anything since nothing 

is permanent. In my opinion, this experience, especially happening during his early 

stages of life, is one of the major events contributing to shaping his identity leading to the 

next emerging theme; “independence”. 
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4.11.2. Independence  

An unaccompanied minor or child is a child without the presence of a legal 

guardian. Hussain shared that he had been living by himself since he was 6. As Hussain 

explained, his father had abandoned him and his mother when he was 3 years old. 

Hussain became officially unaccompanied when he lost his mother to cancer. He 

explains the experience as 

دیگه همونجا خاک کردن. دیگم من موندمو خونه، یه خونه بزرگ… دیگه بابامونم که نبود بابا نداشتیم .‘“  ..” 

“I no longer had a father... without my father I was on my own…. They 

buried my mother there (in Herat). It was just me and the house, a big 

house.” 

The conversations with Hussain continuously showed that he started acting 

independently and how he perceived himself to be quite self-reliant. Hussain shared that 

such independence and self-reliance empowered him to cope more adequately with his 

circumstances. He explained that he had to deal with his own difficulties since he lost his 

mother. When I asked Hussain about his earliest memories of childhood, he shared a 

memory of him working and being independent. He shared 

 ”اولین خاطره کارخونه. کارخونه نوشابه بود. همون یادمه. زیاد دقیق یادم نمیاد“ 

 “ سالگی مامانو خونه ای نداشتیم و بابامم جوابمون کرده بود نمیتونستیم بریم پیشش. چسبیدیم به یه کاری  7دیگه 

 ”.یه کارخونه ای

ماه. یه ماه که یه جوری بود که مثال فقط سالم بود دیگه. دیگه همونجا شروع به کار کردیم یه  7من تقریبا 

دور شو میزدیم. من ماه اول همشو گند میزدم یا باال میزدم یا پایین همش برگشت میخورد. بعد صاحب ’ پالستیک” همون

 ”کاره آدم خوبی بود. منو ننداخت بیرون. گفت یاد میگیری. یادم گرفتم دیگه. دیگه همونجا چسبیدیم به کار

“The first memory is of the factory that I worked in. It was a soda 

factory. I remember that. I do not remember very accurately” 

“I no longer had a house or a mom since I was 7 years old. My father 

had abandoned me. I could not go to him…. I started a job at a factory 

job” 

“I was almost 7 years old. We started working there for a month. It was 

a month when, for example, we would just make the same plastic lid. 

For the first month, I used to mess them all up, they would either go 

too high, or too low! The factory owner was a good man. He did not fire 

me, He said you will learn. And I did learn.” 
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This emerging theme takes account of a variety of past to present challenges 

that Hussain experienced in his lifespan, starting from losing a mother and becoming an 

adult for life at the age of six. Hussain shared that independence is his biggest strength 

since it reminds him that he is the main character of his life and he has to make active 

decisions for survival. He compared his life to a video game and has learned that every 

decision in every stage of his life has had and would have a consequence. He is the only 

person who has to live with those consequences. He shared that he has learned so 

much from his past experiences and he is getting better and better with decision-making. 

4.11.3. Ethnic Discrimination 

     The issue of ethnic discrimination is one of the most critical issues in the 

context of Afghanistan (Salangi, 2019).  According to Shahrani (1986), the ethnic groups 

in Afghanistan are considered as “solid, cultural units which have been divided by 

boundaries and have been engaged in conflict for years” (p. 26-29). Most of the conflicts 

are among Pashtuns (Sunni Muslims) and Hazara people (Shia Muslims). According to 

Salangi (2019), Hazara people are unarguably the most persecuted and marginalized 

group in Afghanistan, who were legally considered slaves until 1919. Hussain who was a 

Hazara, has experienced ethnic discrimination since he was 7 years old. He shared 

memories of getting fired, harassed and abused for being a Hazara.  

سه سال همونجا تو همون کارخونه خوب بود کار می کردیم. صاحب کارخونه که عوض شد مثال ما شیعه “

 ”بودیم طرف سنی. دیگه به خاطر اینکه ما شیعه بودیم مارو از اونجا اخراج کرد

“…We worked in the same factory for three years. When the owner of 

the factory changed, we were Shiites and he was Sunni so he expelled 

us because we were Shiites.” 

“ مثال یه آدرس بپرسی دو   بریم کابل کابل کار خوبیه. ما اومدیم کابل. کابل یه جوریه که هی بازی میده آدمو.

 .قدم جلوتر باشیه دور خودت میچرخی

رد که مستقیم می رفت اما میگفت ماشینای میدون ما از این پرسیدیم دشت برچی کجا هست؟ یه ماشین می خو

وردک رو سوار شین میرین دشت برچی مام گفتیم خوبه دیگه. میدون وردک رو سوار شدیم رفتیم نزدیک بامیان رسیدیم. 

 “ .بعد راننده گفت کجا میخواین برین شما؟ گفتیم ما میخوایم بریم دشت برچی. گفت االن که ما داریم سمت بامیان میریم

“We came to Kabul. Kabul is kind of a game, they play you, and people 

are not honest. For example, if you asked for an address which is two 

steps ahead, people would walk you around, confusing you. We asked a 
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guy from Kabul where Dasht-e Barchi is. A car would go straight to 

Dasht-e Barchi, but he was saying that you have to take Wardak Square 

cars and drive to Dasht-e Barchi. We rode Wardak Square taxis and it 

took us near Bamyan. Then the driver said where do you want to go? 

We said we want to go to Dasht-e Barchi. He said that now we are going 

to Bamyan.” 

It is worthy to mention that most people in Kabul are Pashtuns. Hussain also 

shared more stories of being ethnically discriminated against and harassed.  

سالش بود. به من  15تقریبا   کارای خودشو به من میداد.  اینا که رفتن یه سنی اومد که منو اذیت میکرد و .“

زور میگفت. من هرچی به صاحب کاره میگفتم میگفت خودت حلش کن به من ربطی نداره. دیگه منم مجبور شدم وگرنه 

  .نمیومدم

مدم اون که اذیت میکردو ظرفا وظیفه اون بود بشوره نمیشست من مجبور بودم بشورم. دیگه به خاطر همین او

  ”نیمروز از نیمروزم اومدیم اینور

دعوا که میکرد میگفت باید کارای منو انجام بدی، ندی میرم به صاحب کار میگم پولتو نده، آشنای صاحب کاره “

بود. ما هم میترسیدیم دیگه، میگفتیم پولمونو نمیده یه ماهم اینجا زحمت کشیدیم. به خاطر همین انجام میدادیم. اما دیگه گفتیم 

  ”.ولش کن کار نمیکنیم

“There was this Sunni coworker at the hotel who started to harass me, 

he would give me his own work and I had to do everything.” 

“The Sunni guy was almost 15 years old. He was forcing me. No matter 

how many times I told the employer, he said solve it yourself, it doesn't 

concern me. I had to, otherwise I would not have left the job.” 

“It was a good job. It was easy. But the Sunni guy who was harassing 

me would force me to wash the dishes, washing was his responsibility 

not mine. I had to wash anyway. That's why I left Kabul for Nimroz.” 

Hussain shared stories of discrimination when he arrived in Iran. He experienced 

differences in wages since he was an undocumented Afghan as well as being harassed 

by other coworkers as a foreigner. 

یه کارگر دیگه اومد که واردم نبود هیچ کاری نکرده بود، رستوران داری رو هم بلد نبود. اون حقوقش بود “

من از دست رضا خیلی دلخور شدم گفتم خدا من این همه زحمت کشیدم اینجوری پول میده. گفتم من هرجوری شده  1500

ی تو اینجا وایسا تا آخر عمر تامینی. ما بهش دایی میگیم. میرم و هرچی بدهیم هست میدم. تا اینکه آقا مهرداد گفت نه دای

  .خدایی با حرفاش منو خر کرد، دروغ نمیگم

و با این هادی هر  11گفتم باشه دایی مشکلی نداره. ما که سوختیم بزار خوب بسوزیم. وایسادیم تا برج   :حسین

   .روز دعوا و دردسر داشتیم. یه وضعی بود
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د؟هادی ایرانی بو :محقق   

   .آره ایرانی بود. لر بود. نمیدونم چه مشکلی داشت. خدا میدونه  :حسین

   .مثال یهو دعوام میکرد یا کتکم میزد. من زورم به اون نمی رسید دیگه  :حسین

روز دعوا داشتیم. مثال اولین دعوامون این بود که در پشت قلیون خونه رو نمیدونم کی باز  10دیگه   :حسین

نم داشتم میرفتم داخل سالن. رفتم گفت این درو کی باز گذاشته؟ گفتم نمیدونم از بچه ها بپرس ببین مهدی اینا گذاشته بود م

که میرن بیرون و آشغاالرو میبرن شاید باز گذاشتن. گفت نه من میدونم تو درو باز گذاشتی، میخوای قلیونارو دزد ببره منم 

از خدامه تو اینجا باشی من از اینجا در برم. گفت نه فحش داد منم فحشش  از اینجا اخراج شم؟ گفتم ولمون کن بابا، من

دادم. بعد یه دونه لگد زد تو سینم من افتادم. مهدی اومد مارو گرفت و رفتیم دفتر شکایت بازی. آقا رضا جملش همین بود 

 ”که حسابتو تصفیه کن و برو

 “Another worker came who did not know how to work, he did not do 

anything before, and he did not know how to run a restaurant at all. Yet, 

his salary was 1,500. I was very upset with Reza. I said, "God, I worked 

so hard and he pays me like this." I said I will leave anyway and pay 

whatever I owe. But Mr. Mehrdad said no, if you stay here, you will be 

fine for the rest of your life. We call him uncle. He fooled me with his 

words, I am not going to lie.  

Hussain: I said okay uncle, there is no problem. Let us burn well when 

we are already burnt. So, I stayed until Bahman and we had fights and 

troubles with this Hadi guy every day. It was a bad situation.  

Researcher: Was Hadi Iranian?  

Hussain: Yes, he was Iranian. He was a Lor. I do not know what his 

problem was. God knows.  

Hussain: For example, he would suddenly fight or beat me. My strength 

was no match for him…We had fights for 10 days. For example, our first 

fight was when someone left the backdoor open. I was going inside the 

hall and he said, did you leave this door open? I said, "No, I don't know 

who it was. Ask the other guys. Maybe it was Mehdi or others who went 

out and took out the garbage, maybe they left it open." He said no, I 

know you left the door open, you want the hookahs to be stolen and you 

want me get fired from here. I said, "Come on, I don’t care if you are 

here and I'll get out of here as soon as possible." He said no, he cursed 

and I cursed back. Then he kicked me in the chest and I fell down. Mehdi 

came and took us and we went to the office to complain. I remember 

Mr. Reza’s exact words, he told me to pay my debt and just leave.” 

Hussain shared at multiple times that how experiences related to this emerging 

theme has caused him psychological distress, which included depression and lowering 

his self-esteem. He expressed that every incident of discrimination pushed him more 

and more towards less engagement in the society and toward increased self-isolation. 
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He also consciously tied his substance use at that time to these events. Hussain still 

gets triggered by these kinds of incidents, which every human being would in my 

opinion, but he shared that as he grew older, he learned to not take things personally. 

4.11.4. Zoor /زور 

Hussain used the term “zoor” various times in regards to his experiences with the 

Iranian officials. Zoor is close to ‘force’ in terms of meaning. The term also reflects 

concepts such as abuse of power or abuse of authority, in the form of “malfeasance in 

office’ or ‘official abuse of power”.  Hussain shared significant turning points that 

happened in his life due to experiencing ‘zoor’ by the Iranian officials. The first turning 

point was being sent to Syria to fight for the Iranian Army.  

 ”’.رسیدیم یزد مارو تو خوابگاه گرفتن دیگه بچه محالمونو بردن به زور گفتن شما باید برین سوریه“ 

“We arrived to Iran, Yazd, and we were arrested at the dormitory, they 

took my homeboys and forced us to go to Syria’” 

The second turning point shared by Hussain was being forced to kill one Isis 

soldier by the Iranian officials in Syria at the age of 12. He described the event as 

یه دونه کلت گرفت دستش یه تیر داخلش انداخت گفت اینو بگیر دستت. گفت ماششم بکش، کشیدم. بعد یه نفرو “

گفت اینو بزن. من دستام شروع کرد به لرزیدن دیگه نمیتونم بزنم. گفت اگه  از داخل زندان آورد یارو بدنش کامل زخم بود.

نمیتونی بزنی میدم به این ببین چجوری میزنه، امتحانش مجانیه. من گفتم بده بزنه. مترجم بغل دستش بود. فرمانده بهش 

است بزنه بزنیدش. این ترجمه کرد برای گفت اشاره کرد که فقط بهش بگو اینو بزنه به بقیه نزنه یه تیر بیشتر نداره اگه خو

این یارو. نمیدونم چه زبانی بود عربی بود چی بود. به این گفت اینم سرشو تکون داد. این اسلحه رو گرفت دستش دستشم 

دستبند زده بود. همینجوری که اسلحه رو گرفت یه اسلحه هم رو سرش گرفت اینور اونور نکنه. این که گرفت دیگه گفتم نه 

میزنه. واقعا میزنه. گفتم نه دیگه خیلی استرس داشتم گفتم من خودم میزنم. اسلحه رو از دست این دراورد گفت بیا بزن.  این

من فقط چشامو بستم و زدم. نمیدونم کجاشون خورد و نخورد خیلی حالم بد شد اولین بارم بود. مثال بعضیا میگن که اولین 

م فقط استرس داشتم دست و پام میلرزید همون موقع که زدم از دست افتاد و دستام نفرو بکشی ترسه اما من هیچ حسی نداشت

شروع کرد به لرزیدن. یه حس خیلی بدی داشتم. این گفت برو. دفعه بعد ببینم تو جنگ کسیو نمیزنی برگشتت میدم 

بد بود. گفتم باشه. دوباره گفت برو افغانستان. یا تو همین شام باید زندانارو تمیز کنی. زندانا هم که تمیز کردنش وضعیتش 

 ”.قرارگاه سه روز بعد دیگه اعزام میشین یه منطقه دیگه. گفتیم باشه

“The Iranian sergeant picked up a Colt and put in a bullet, he told me 

to hold the gun. He told me to pull the trigger, I did. Then, they took 

someone from the prison, he was severely injured. He told me to shoot 

him. I was trembling with fear, my hands were shaking, I could not 
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shoot. He said if you can’t, he can, I will give him the gun and then you 

will see how easy it is for him to shoot you, be my guest. I told him ok 

do it, no problem. The interpreter told him to only shoot me, not anyone 

else. There is only one bullet, you can shoot him if you want. So, he 

translated, I don’t know what language that was, Arabic or something. 

He said and he nodded. He took the gun as he was cuffed. He took the 

gun and someone else pointed a gun to his head so that he would not 

shoot someone else. When he took the gun I was like no, don’t do this, 

he is going to shoot. He will really pull the trigger. I said no, I will shoot, 

I will pull the trigger, and I will do it. I was really stressed. They took 

the gun and gave it to me, they said here you go, pull the trigger. I 

closed my eyes and pulled the trigger. I don’t even know where I shot, 

it was my first time, and it was really bad. It is said that it is quite scary 

to shoot someone, I was not afraid, I was just stressed, I was trembling, 

my hands and feet were shaking, I dropped the gun the moment I pulled 

the trigger. I was feeling awful. He told me to go. I will deport you to 

Afghanistan next time or you will clean the prisons here in Shaam. It 

was not easy to clean the prisons there, they were in a really bad 

condition. I said ok.” 

Hussain also shared that he became ‘hard of hearing’ due to being forced to use 

a rocket-propelled grenade (RPG) by an Iranian official even though he was not trained 

to use one.  

همینجوری فرمانده گفت برو آر پی جی بزن. من گفتم من هم وزن آر پی جی ام چجوری میتونم بزنم؟ فرمانده “

منو فرستاد گفت نه اگه نری خودم میزنمت. فرمانده تهدید کرد منو. به جای اینکه خودش بره .  

دیگه منو گفت اگه نری من میزنمت. دیگه من گفتم اگه نرم راست میگه منو میزنه مثل رفیقمو که زدم اینم میگه 

تو خط جنگ کشته شده تموم شد رفت. من رفتم دیگه مثال یه جوری اینو گرفتم روشو اونوری کردم. فقط میدونستم اینو رو 

چی به چیه. خدا میدونه هدف و کار باهاش چجوریه. سر در نمیاوردم دیگه. منم شونه میزارن میزنن دیگه نمیدونستم 

  .همینجوری رفتم رو شونم گذاشتم زدم. اونو باید از گوش دور میگرفتی. من چسبونده بودم بغل گوشم

گوشم کال کیپ شد و داغ کرده بود ناجور. دیگه اونو که زدم خودمم باهاش پرت شدم. یه طرف خونه خورد. 

وسط خونم نخورد. یه طرف خونه خورد و اینا ترسیدن از یه طرف خونه در رفتن سوار ماشین شدن رفتن. ولی من 

همونجا افتادم این گوشم اصال نمیشنید و صدای خیلی بدی توش میپیچید. بعد گفت اینو سریع ببرین دکتر ببینین گوشش چی 

که سالمه ولی معلوم نیست. گوشم کامل دورش زخم شده بود.  شده. من رفتم دکتر گوشمو معایینه کرد گفت پرده گوشت

 ”.خیلی بد شده بود. یه پانسمان دور گوشم پیچید

“The commander said go and hit them with the RPG. I said how can I 

hit an RPG which is my weight? The commander said no, if you don’t do 

it, I will shoot you myself. The commander threatened me. He would kill 

me. I told myself that if I don’t, he would really shoot me. I said, “He is 

right, he will hit me and just like my friend, they will say that I was killed 

in the battle line. I went and somehow got this and changed its direction. 

I just knew they somehow shoot like this. I didn't know what to do 
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anymore. God knows how you aim with this thing and how it works. I 

could not understand anymore. I just went out there, lifted it and set it 

on fire. You were supposed to keep the RPG away from your ears, but I 

put it next to my ear. My ear was completely capped and it was oddly 

hot. When I fired, I was thrown away with it. The RPG hit one side of 

the house. I could not aim for the middle. They were scared and went 

away from one side of the house to get in their car and go away. But I 

fell there, I couldn’t hear at all and there was this very bad noise 

repeating in my ear. Then he said, "Take him to the doctor quickly, 

check what happened to his ear. I went to the doctor, he examined my 

ear and said that the eardrum was fine but we cannot say for sure. My 

whole ear was sore. It was very bad. They wrapped bandages around 

my ear.” 

The last event related to Hussain experiencing zoor was when he was forced to 

give up his dog tag to an Iranian official and became stateless ever since. Hussain 

explained that after returning from the Syrian war to Iran, he was eligible to apply for the 

‘Amayesh card’ in exchange for his dog tag and proving that he had fought for the 

Iranian Army. Hussain shared that the Iranian officials did not accept his application 

since he was under 18 at that time so he had to hold on to his dog tag until he turned 18. 

Iranian officials could make great money by selling those dog tags to Afghans who had 

money. Hussain shared that he had to give up his dog tag to an Iranian official by zoor.  

یه فرمانده ایرانی گفت فردا دفتر پیشوا ورامین، چوب بری دفتر اتباع خارجی میاین پالک هاتونو تحویل میدین “

بعد اونجا بهتون یه پاسپورتی چیزی میده اگه نتونست بده نامه میره مشهد از مشهد برمیگرده پاسپورتتون میاد. ما رفتیم 

سالت نیست نمیتونی هیچی بگیری. دیگه همونجا پولمو واریز  18پایینه چون اقدام کردیم و اینا بعد گفت نمیدونم دیگه سنت 

کرد گفت یه شماره کارتی چیزی پیدا کن پولو واریز کنیم. همونجا پولو واریز کردو دیگه به ما چیزی نداد. که یه بارم 

دادم تا اردوگاه منو برد اما ول  مثال، پالکم همراهم بود نگرفتش. بعد اون موقع یه بار مامورا منو گرفتن پالکمو نشون

اگه پالکمو داشتم نمیتونستن کاری کنن و میتونستم اقدام کنم ولی پالکمو ندارم…کردو پالکمو دیگه نداد بهم . “ 

 “Commander said, "Tomorrow, you should go to the office in Pishva 

Varamin (district in Tehran), the woodcutter location, the office of 

foreign nationals, you will deliver your identity tags and they will give 

you a passport or ID card. If they couldn’t, they will send a letter to 

Mashhad and your passports and documents will be sent from there. We 

did so but they told me because you are young and under 18, we cannot 

give you anything. They just said give us an Iranian credit card number 

so that we can wire your money. So, they just gave me the money. 

Then, once, an officer stopped me and I showed him my identity tag but 

he was taking me to a camp, but he just let me go on the way and didn’t 

return my identity tag. If I had my id tag, they could not do anything 

and I could do something, but I do not have an identity tag anymore.” 
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According to (Karataş, 2021), Iran forcibly sent Afghan refugees to fronts by 

threatening them with deportation. Karataş (2021) further adds that the Iranian 

government offered Afghan refugees fundamental rights, per international law, or used 

Shiite creed to convince them to go and fight for the Iranian army. Hussain shared that 

he had experienced both scenarios. He was forced to join the Iranian army at the age of 

11 and also was promised a residency permit after returning back from the war.  

Hussain explained how zoor/abuse has contributed to him experiencing feelings 

of anxiety, isolation and obligation. He shared that he is experiencing this concept on a 

daily basis at multitude levels. What Hussain has learned from these experiences is 

absolutely empowering in my opinion. He shared that he has learned two “tricks” 

overcoming these types of experiences. First to travel in groups since he has learned 

that when others are around, the officials are less likely to act and second to speak up. 

He said he has tried speaking up in a way that people around him could hear and come 

to his rescue and this had worked for him several times. In my opinion, this theme has 

had a major influence in the emergence of the next theme; distrust. 

4.11.5. Distrust 

The notion of trust was discussed during the interviews various times. Hussain 

shared that he developed the tendency not to trust those around him over years. Trust is 

a key component of relationships. According to Realo et al. (2008), building trust 

depends on numerous factors such as culture and country of origin. Eisenbruch (1991), 

has identified distrust as one of the features regarding a refugee’s cultural bereavement. 

Other studies have also reported the presence of distrust in asylum seekers and 

refugees’ culture (de Delaney, 2006; Hynes, 2009; Essex et al., 2021). When I asked 

Hussain about the biggest lesson that he learned in life, Hussain shared  

  .’بزرگترین درسی که گرفتم اینه که به هیچ کس اعتماد نکنم“

“ نفر بودن بهشون اعتماد  15 10چون من به هرکس اعتماد کردم ضربه خوردم. به همه. یکی دو تا نبوده. 

  ”.کردم ولی تهش هیچی

“The biggest lesson I learned was not to trust anyone.”  
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“I was hurt because I trusted everyone, and I mean everyone. It was 

not one or two, it was like 10 to 15 people I trusted but nothing. They 

all betrayed me at some point.” 

Hussain shared that the first person who broke his trust was his own uncle. 

Hussain explained that when he lost his mother, his uncle offered him a job and a place 

to stay. His uncle assured 6-year-old Hussain that the job was safe and secure while he 

was using Hussain as a mule to sell opium. Hussain describes this experience as  

عموم اومد گفت آره من میبرمت سر کار و این حرفا. جوشکار بود. ما رفتیم با این سر کار همونجا. زیاد “

باهاش و زن و بچش خوب نبودیم همون تو مغازش میخوابیدیم. تقریبا یه هفته با اینا تو جوشکاری کار کردیم بعد اومد گفت 

برات یه کار خوب دارم فقط باید بشینی یه جا تکون نخوری. چندتا پالستیکو هرکی میاد بهش بدی پولشو ازش بگیری 

تا از اون بسته ها میفروختم و پوالشو  16یا  15همین. من گفتم خوبه دیگه کار راحتیه. بعد همونجا میشستم روزی مثال 

رفتم همون اتاقه میخوابیدم. بعد یه هفته اینور اونوریا فهمیدن که داره آخر شب میاوردم به عموم میدادم. آخر شبم که می

 ”چیکار میکنه

 “My uncle came to me and said I will take you to work and find you a 

job. He was a welder. So I went to work with him. I was not on good 

terms with his family, his wife, the kids, I would sleep in his store. After 

a week my uncle came to me and said I have an excellent job for you, 

all you need to do is to sit tight! There are some packages you should 

deliver and get the money… That is it, easy. I was like what an easy job! 

Then I would sit there and every day, for example, I would sell 15 or 16 

of those packages and bring the money to my uncle at the end of the 

night. And again, I would just sleep in the room. Then people started to 

let me know what was happening. I had no idea.” 

Hussain often talked about trusting no one but himself. 

ما یه روز خواستیم بریم نمیدونم چی بخریم، خواستیم پیراهن یا شلوار بخریم. بعد این رفیقمون لباس افغانیو که  “

باشه جیب بر نزنه.  بهم داد گفت اینو بزار تو جیبت حواست 3000دیدی دامن و اینا داره و جیبش بغلش آویزونه. تقریبا 

من میرو تا اونور میوه بگیرم بعد میام بریم اتاق، یکی دو تا از بچه های هرات میان پیشمون امشب. گفتم باشه. من وایسادم 

این نیومد. هرچی وایسادم نیومد. بعد دو تا پسر کوچیک جلوی من دعواشون میشه با خودم میگم خدایا اینا چرا دعوا 

زد من گرفتمشو جداش کنم اینم تو همون حال جیب مارو زده بود ما نفهمیده بودیم. بعد رفیقم اومد  میکنن. یکیشو با چک

گفت چیکار میکنی گفتم هیچی این بچه ها دعواشون شده جدا میکنم. بچه ها که دوستمو دیدن فرار کردن. گفت جیبتو نگاه 

دمم نفهمیدمیه جوری جیبمو زدن خو  کن، جیبمو نگاه کردم دیدم هیچی نیست. . “ 

 “One day we wanted to go, I do not know what we wanted to buy, we 

wanted to buy a shirt or pants. Then this friend of mine gave me 3000 

and told me to put it in my pocket and be careful with the pickpockets, 

have you seen the Afghan dress? It has a skirt and the pocket hangs 

from the side. Then, my friend said I'm going to get some fruit, then we 

will go back to the room. One or two of the guys from Herat are coming 
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over tonight. I said okay. So, I stayed and stayed but he didn’t show 

up. Then two little boys were fighting in front of me and I said to myself, 

God, why are they fighting? One of them slapped the other in the face, 

I took him to separate them, but he stole my money at the same time, 

I did not notice at all. Then my friend came and said, "What are you 

doing?" I said, "Nothing, these children were fighting and I tried to 

separate them." When the kids saw my friend, they ran away. He said 

“check your pocket”, I looked and saw that there was nothing left! I did 

not notice how they emptied my pocket.” 

“ اینا شد. بعد رفیقمون هی اینور اونور میرفت و هرچی مغازه دار  1500رفتیم از مغازه خرید کردیم. تقریبا 

کشیده بود تو پالستیک بود. این اینور اونور میرفت منم باهاش میرفتم دیگه، خریدمونو کردیم یارو به جای خریدمون 

بود. همین که ما میرفتیم بیرون ببینیم چی الزمه بگیریم تا میومدیم پالستیک آشغال بهمون داده بود، پالستیکارو جابجا کرده 

تو این پالستیکامونو عوض میکرد و بهمون آشغال داده بود. دیگه هیچی ما اومدیم. من دو سه تاشو گرفتم گفتم خیلی سبکه 

ش بود نمیدونم لوبیا یا نخود اینا، گفت نه بابا فکر میکنی سبکه. ما اومدیم اتاق، فقط همون پالستیک آخری که دست خود

بود، فقط همین دستش مونده بود بقیه همش آشغال بود. اومدیم دیدیم هر پالستیکو باز میکنی هیچی توش نیست فقط آشغالو 

پوست تخمه و سنگ و خاکه. رفتیم پیش مغازه داره یارو خودش نبود سریع عوض شده بود که پیداش نکنیم. ما گفتیم این 

بود ما ازش خرید کردیم کجاست؟ گفت اینجا فقط منم کس دیگه ای نبوده که، اینجا فقط من مغازه دارم.  یارو که اینجا

هرچی بهش گفتیم نه اینجا یکی دیگه بوده ما ازش خرید کردیم جای جنس بهمون آشغال داده قبول نکرد. هرچی گفتیم دیگه 

دشون خرج کنن ما همینجوری نگاه میکردیم چاره ای هیچی دیگه قبول نکرد. اون شب مهمونا مجبور شدن از جیب خو

  .نداشتیم دیگه

این چیزا خیلی عادیه اونجا. حاال اولین بار که کابل اومدم برای من اتفاق افتاده واسم جالب بود که اینجوری  .

 .شده

 ”.دیگه بعد از این مسئله هرجا میرفتیم مطمئن بودیم یا بهمون آشغال میدن یا چیز خراب

“We went to a shop, bought stuff and it was about 1,500. Then my friend 

would go outside the shop and look around. The shopkeeper had packed 

everything we bought in plastic bags. My friend was going this way and 

that way and I was going with him, we bought what we needed. As soon 

as we went out to see what else we should get, the shopkeeper swapped 

our plastic bags and gave us rubbish. So, we came. I took two or three 

packs and I told my friend that these are very light, he said no, you just 

think that they are. We came to the room, only the last plastic bag that 

my friend was holding had something, I do not know if it was beans or 

peas, only this one was left, the rest was all rubbish. There was nothing 

left, in any plastic bag we opened, we found only rubbish, seeds, stones 

and dust. We went to the shop, the shopkeeper was not there anymore, 

it had changed quickly so that we could not find him. We said, "Where 

is the other salesperson we bought from?" He said that there was no 

one else there, He said that he was the only shopkeeper there. But we 

kept saying no, there was someone else here, we bought stuff from him 

and he gave us junk, but he did not accept it. He accepted everything 

else we said. That night the guests were forced to spend from their own 
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pockets. We were just watching; we had no choice. These things are 

very normal there. Now, the first time I came to Kabul, it happened to 

me and it was interesting to me that this happened. After this incident, 

wherever we went, we were sure that they would either give us garbage 

or something bad.’  

من اینجا کار کردم زحمت کشیدم خواستیم بریم خارج از کشور. رفتیم یونان رسیدیم همین رفیقمون گفت پولتو “

بده به من منم گفتم باشه. سه نفر بودیم. گفت پوالرو بزارین پیش من و پول دو نفر دیگه رو گرفت گفت بزارین پیش من 

ن بیرون پولتون گم میشه. این رفت دیگه هنوز که هنوزه ندیدیمش. خبری ازش نداریمباشه شما میری ” 

“I worked here, I worked hard and wanted to go abroad. We went to 

Greece and we arrived. The same friend of ours said, "Give me your 

money." I said, "OK." There were three of us. He said, "Leave your 

money here with me, you will lose it when you go out", so he took the 

money from the two of us. He is gone ever since and we have not seen 

him yet” 

Hussain experiencing betrayals, abandonment, getting scammed and being lied 

to multiple times by his family and friends to strangers. These experiences have 

contributed to him developing distrust as a part of his identity. This feeling has caused 

Hussain to feel insecure and anxious most of the time. According to Govier (1992), 

distrust causes people to constantly expend energy to monitor people and attempt to 

understand and usually overthink possible motives of others. Hussain shared that he has 

learned to discriminate to a point of degree to trust others and discriminate between 

people he could or could not trust in order to protect himself. 

4.11.6. Collectivity  

Ungar et al. (2007) described “identity” as a strengthening sense of individuals. 

Although Hussain does not explicitly talk about this specific nuance, the theme of 

collectivity had a significant part in the content of Hussain’s lived experiences when he 

shared his story. He positioned himself predominantly as part of the group of other 

Afghan boys, his friends or as he described ‘homeboys’, telling his story with the group 

voice, mainly using the pronouns we and us, and only rarely using the personal 

pronouns I or me. A sense of shared experience and collective experience enabled 

survival. Hussain said that although he was unaccompanied he was at the same time 

experiencing events with a group of people, his homeboys. Hussain explained about 

older boys in the group who provided security as they worked, migrated, fought war 

since he was the youngest in the group. Hussain shared multiple times that he has 
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survived so far only with the help of others. Hussain also shared that through all those 

hardships, he experienced having good memories and fun with his homeboys in his life 

pre-, mid- and post-migration. Hussain also shared that the most important decisions 

that he made was because of his friends, following them from Herat to Kabul, Kabul to 

Iran, Iran to Syria, Syria to Iran, Iran to Greece and again Greece to Iran. 

4.11.7. Silence and Distractions 

 ”من انقدر سکوت کردم پرازحرف شدم“

“I have been always silent my whole life to the point that I’m bursting 

with words” 

Another theme emerging from Hussain’s lived experiences involved him trying 

not to overthink and suppressing his emotions. According to Kohli (2006), refugees often 

try to avoid past experiences by silencing them. Hussain shared that he prefers 

remaining silent about his circumstances and often wished to be left alone. When I 

asked him to describe happiness, Hussain shared: 

برای من یه جا تنها باشم که هیچکس کاری به من نداشته باشه منم کاری به کسی نداشته باشم. این برای من “
خیلیه. از خوشحالی یه چیزی اونورتره چون یه چیزیه که مثال هرچی آدما نزدیک آدم باشن بیشتر به آدم صدمه میزنن. به 

لی بازم بهتره همینخاطر همین همین تنهایی بهتره. حاال شاید افسرده شی و .” 

“For me to be alone in a place where no one has anything to do with me 

and I have nothing to do with anyone anymore. This is too much for me. 

This is beyond happiness for me because the closer you get to people, 

the more they hurt you. That's why loneliness is better. Now you may 

be depressed, but this is even better.” 

Hussain expressed that he chooses not to think and to adopt a carefree 

personality saying “ آخه هرچی فکر کنی این فکرا زیاد تر میشه و ….من هرچی بتونم ازشون فاصله میگیرم 

ی بیخیال باشی بهترههرچ ” 

“But the more you think, the more of these thoughts you will have, and 

the more carefree you are, the better it is….. I try my best to distance 

myself from my thoughts and memories as much as I can.” 

Hussain also expressed that he sought to distract himself in order not to think 

about his past, present and future in various ways. He shared 
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ثانیه بهش فکر میکنم بعد دیگه فراموش میکنم دیگه اصال سراغش نمیرم.  5من یه چیزو نداشته باشم نهایتا  “

  .حواسمو به یه جا دیگه پرت میکنم و دیگه سراغش نمیرم

   چرا؟ آرومت میکنه این کار؟ :محقق

آروم که نه، مثال دیگه شاید تا آخر اون روز تو ذهنم باشه ولی خودمو سرگرم باغچه یا بیرون رفتن   :حسین

 ”.میکنم که تا آخر شب از سرم بپره و اذیتم نکنه و فرداش دیگه تو فکرم نیاد

“If I don't have something, I might think about it for 5 seconds, then I 

forget it and I will not think about it at all. I divert my attention to 

something else.  

Researcher: Why? Does this calm you?  

Hussain: It does not necessarily calm me, no, for example, it may be 

on my mind until the end of the day, but I keep myself busy in the 

garden or with going out so that it will not bother me until the end of 

the night and then I will not think about it tomorrow.” 

Furthermore, Hussain shared that he started using cannabis to cope with stress 

for about 6 months but he had to stop due to misuse. He stated ‘ 

“ ماه ناجور اعتیاد پیدا کردم به گل. هیچکس نمیدونست هیچ کسم نفهمید ولی خودم دیگه وضعیتم خراب  7 6من 

شده بود خودم یه جوری گذاشتمش کنار. خوبه که گل اعتیاد آنچنانی نداره ولی گذاشتمش کنار به یه جایی رسیده بودم که 

ز و شبم با هم قاطی شده بود. روزو شبمو نمیدونستم. نمیدونستم االن روزه یا شب. همیشه تو حال خودم بودم. هرجا رو

میرفتم تنها و گوشه گیر بودم. حاال میخندیدم درست. مثال با مشتری حرف میزدیم ولی سر درد بدی داشت. موقعی که 

. واسه این چیزا. دو سه بارم رفتم دکتر، چه میکشیدم چه نمیکشیدم نمیکشیدم سردردش خیلی شدید بود. سرم داشت میترکید

چشام قرمز میشد. دکتر گفت اگه ترک نکنی ممکنه دیدت کم شه. یه قطره نوشت چند تا قرص داد که کاری نکرد برام. 

کنار چشام میسوخت و درد میکرد، سرم درد میکرد. تا یه هفته حال خوشی نداشتم. تو همون یه هفته گذاشتمش .” 

 “I became addicted to marijuana for 6 or 7 months. It was awful. 

Nobody knew and no one understood, but I was in a real bad situation. 

I somehow put it aside. I quit. It's good that marijuana is not very 

addictive, but I put it aside anyway. I had reached a point where day 

and night were intertwined. I did not know my day and night. I did not 

know if it was day or night anymore. I was always on my own. Wherever 

I went, I was alone and isolated. Yes I was laughing and enjoying it and 

I would talk to the customers, but I had a terrible headache. The 

headache was quite severe even when I was not smoking. My head was 

exploding. For these things, I went to the doctor two or three times, 

because whether I smoked or not, my eyes would turn red. The doctor 

said that if you do not quit, your sight may weaken. He prescribed a 

drop and gave me some pills that did not work for me. My eyes were 

burning and hurting so badly, I also had a bad headache. I was not 

feeling well for a week. It was during the same week that I quit.” 
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Hussain also shared that he works out religiously as a means to distract himself 

and cope with his anxiety and stress. He stated that  

“ کمکم میکنه این روزا رو بگذرونم تنها چیزیه که ” 

 “Working out is the only thing these days that keeps me going.” 

Hussain interestingly shared some of his coping strategies. When we discussed 

his personality in one session, he did not consider himself as reserved or shy but quiet. 

He shared that he has learned that with being quiet, he is not forced to say a word or 

think a thought and this helps him avoid dramas. In my opinion, this technique has 

helped him to develop independent thinking, I believe quiet and distraction both are 

Hussain's passive coping strategies that help him to cope with his stress without 

confronting the traumas he has experienced.  

4.11.8. Hardship and Traumatic experiences in Childhood and 
Adolescence 

One of the most t emerging themes from the data that shaped Hussain’ identity 

was the hardships and traumatic experiences that he has experienced. Refugees are at 

great risk for mental health problems and refugee children and adolescents are 

susceptible in particular. Sourander (1998) stated that among refugee children, 

unaccompanied children are at highest risk due to the presence of both traumatic 

experiences and separation from significant emotional relationships. According to 

Berman (2016), traumatic experiences can disrupt one's sense of identity. Berman 

(2016) further explains that traumatic experiences can also become incorporated into 

one's identity. The fact that an individual faces and copes with trauma can be life 

defining (Berman et al., 2020). Hussain highlighted many traumatic experiences that 

caused him to experience discomfort, stress/anxiety and sleep problems. Some of these 

experiences were considered as turning points by Hussain himself. Hussain considered 

his journey of 23 days on foot from Afghanistan to Iran as one of those traumatic 

experiences. Following quotes are some parts of Hussain’s narrative that was shared 

with the researcher describing the journey. 

“  25تا  20به مرز پاکستان که رسیدیم گفتند همه تون پیاده بشین اینجا میگیرن، اگه گیر بیفتین ولتون نمیکنن 

ل سنگ کار کنیدسال باید تو معدن زغا .” 
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“When we reached the border of Pakistan, they told us all to get off 

because if they catch you here, you will be stuck forever and you will 

have to work in coal mines for 20-25 years.” 

“ وند، هی میگفت بدو بدو. منم گیر کردم با صورت همه می ترسیدیم یا هللا بدو بدو راننده هم ما رو می ترس

سال دیگه ول نمیکنن. در حقیقت  60یا  50خوردم زمین. می ترسیدیم دیگه. مارو هم که ترسونده بود میگفت اگه بگیرن تا 

ن که سال کسی رو ول نمی کردند بعد دیگه هیچی وقتی که پیاده شدیم کوله مون هم سنگین بود. م 25هم همینجوری بود تا 

  ”.اصال دیدم نمیشه. نمی تونستم بارمو ببر

“We were all scared, so was the driver, he would scare us too, he would 

say come on, fast! Fast! I got stuck, tripped and fell on the ground on 

my face. We were really scared. They scared us really badly, they said 

that if they catch you, they will not give up for another 50 or 60 years! 

In fact, they were not joking around and it actually was like this, they 

did not let anyone go for 25 years. When we got off, our backpacks were 

really heavy. I could not carry mine at all. I could not take the load.” 

“ تا ماشین بودیم چند نفر قاچاقبر. دیگه پیاده شدیمو رفتیم. حاال خوب بود کفش زاپاس  4نفر بودیم. سه  80کال 

برداشته بودیم، کوهای پاکستان خیلی بده مسیر بدی بود. یک تپه را که رد کردیم کف کفشامون خراب شده بود، هیچی ازش 

ونست بهش چیزی بگه که مثال کفشم اینجوری شد فالن شد، هی داد میزد نمونده بود. راه بلد همه رو فحش میداد، کسی نمیت

ما هم هیچی نمی گفتیم. سرمون پایین بود و فقط دنبال این بودیم. از مرز که رد شدیم مارو برد تو یه خوابگاهی گفت 

 …استراحت کنید

“ فر سوار می کرد. فکر کنیدن 14پاکستان یک شب موندیم، قرار بود شش صبح پژو بیاد دنبالمون. ماشین پژو  ! 

“There were 80 of us I guess. We were three or four cars, a few 

smugglers. We got off and left. Thankfully, we had taken some spare 

shoes, the mountains of Pakistan were very bad, quite steeped. It was 

a terrible route. When we crossed a hill, the soles of our shoes were 

ruined, nothing was left of them. The pathfinder was cursing everyone, 

no one could tell him anything, for example, he would say “my shoes 

are ruined” and he was screaming and shouting and we simply could not 

say anything. Our heads were down and we were just following him. 

When we crossed the border, he took us to a dormitory and told us to 

rest…We stayed in Pakistan for one night, the Peugeot was supposed to 

pick us up at six in the morning. The Peugeot was carrying 14 people! 

Can you imagine?!” 

 .…از تشنگی داشتیم میمردیم“

ما مجبور بودیم دیگه. مشکل من این بود که آب زیاد میخوردم و هی تشنه ام می شد بچه ها هم که بهم آب  

برسیم ولی  نمیدادن. حالم بد شده بود. تا بریم سر کوه برسیم خیلی طول کشید. شاید یه روز طول کشید تا بریم باالی کوه

  ”برای من یه سال گذشت. خیلی بد بود

“‘We had no choice; we could die of thirst…. My problem was that I 

always drank a lot of water and I was thirsty. My friends would not give 
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me water and I was feeling sick. It took us a long time to reach the top 

of the mountain. It may have taken a day to reach the top of the 

mountain, but a year has passed for me. It was awful.” 

“ نفر رو سوار نیسان کردند که خیلی عذاب آور و وضعیت بدی بود. باید محکم همو میگرفتیم چون  40فکر کن 

ر کسی بالیی سرش می آمد یا میافتاد هیچ کس جوابگو نبود و براش واینمیستادنراننده ها با آخرین سرعت می رفتند و اگ .  

دیگه باید محکم به هم می چسبیدیم که نیفتیم یا بالیی سرمون نیاید. باربند هم نداشت ماشین، همه سر پا بودیم. 

ر هم پول بیشتر میدادی نفر هم در عقب بودن بقیه هم وسط. اگ 4نفر اونور  4نفر اینور رو الستیک  4دورش هم 

میتونستی روی صندلی جلو بشینی. منم که پول همراهم نبود مجبور بودم وایسم. من هم که کم سن و سال بودم زیر دست و 

  ”.پای بقیه داشتم ِله می شدم. از ساروان تا پاسگاه بم که برسیم واقعا ِله و درب و داغون شدم. خیلی اذیت شدم

“Imagine 40 people riding in a Nissan, which was very painful and we 

were all in a bad condition. We had to hold each other tightly because 

the drivers were driving as fast as they could and if someone had a 

problem or fell from the truck, no one would stop for them….We had to 

cling to each other so that we would not fall or be harmed. There was 

no roof rack or anything on the car, we were all on our feet. Around the 

car, 4 people were on the tire on one side and 4 people on the other, 4 

people were on the back, the rest were in the middle. If you paid more, 

you could sit in the front seat. Obviously, I had no money on me. I was 

really crushed under the hands and feet of others. I was a little child 

after all. When we got from Saravan to Bam police checkpoint, I was 

really crushed. I was very hurt.”  

“ ساعت راه می رفتیم. اولش خیلی سخت بود برام نمیتونستم راه برم ولی کم کم  48ساعت می خوابیدیم،  12ما 

  .عادت کردیم

 ده روز بود که توی راه بودیم و پاسگاهها را دور می زدیم“

“We slept for 12 hours, walked for 48 hours. At first it was very difficult 

for me, I could not walk, but little by little we got used to it. We were 

on the road for ten days and walked around the checkpoints.’ 

Hussain also categorized his experience of being forced to participate in the 

Syrian war as another turning point in his life. He shared significant traumatic 

experiences as; 

دوره آموزشی که تمام شد با یک هواپیمای باربری بدون صندلی و کمربند با هزار ترس و لرز همدیگه رو “

ساعت رسید و ما را به قرارگاه بردند.ترسیده بودیم، یکی  4 3میگرفتیم به سمت سوریه حرکت کردیم تا باالخره بعد از 

 …قرآن میخوند یکی میخندید، یه وضعی بود

بود هم ترسیده بودم. همینجوری فقط نگاه میکردم. مارو بردن خود شام پیاده کردن گفتن اینا من هم خندم گرفته 

روز آموزش می بینید. االن استراحت کنید. البته شرایط  15نیروهای جدیدا. مارو بردن قرارگاه نزدیک شام گفتند اینجا هم 
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وب و نی را باید با ساعد دست و ساق پا می شکستیم آموزش سوریه خیلی سخت بود. مثال یکی از آموزش ها این بود که چ

 ”.تا برای شکنجه مقاوم و آماده باشیم

“We boarded a cargo plane without seats and seatbelts, we were 

trembling with fear. We were on our way to Syria, until finally, after 3 

or 4 hours, we arrived there and they took us to the camp. I remember 

my friends praying and citing the Quran, another laughing out of stress. 

It was not a comfortable situation! I was both laughing and scared. I 

was just watching in surprise and despair. They took us to a base in 

Shaam, and they introduced us to the new forces. They said, “Rest now. 

You will also be trained here for 15 days.” Of course, the training in 

Syria was much more difficult. For example, one of the trainings was 

breaking sticks and straws with our hands and feet to be resistant and 

ready for torture.” 

روز اول تمرین مون این بود که مثال تو خونه ها گیر می افتیم باید چیکار کنیم. بهمون میگفتن یا قرص “

  .بخوریم, قرص سیانور یا اینکه خودتون رو راحت کنید یا اینکه گیر میافتین بدترین حالت ممکن کشته میشید

ادیم یا النصره بود یا داعش بود. جفت اینا بودن. به خاطر همین به ما میگفتن یا گیر داعش. گیر دو نفر میافت

خودتون رو راحت کنید یا اینکه گیرم بیافتین مثال نباید پادگان رو لو بدید که کجا هستش و شما کجا موقعیت دارید. اینو نباید 

 ’لو بدین. یا هرجا شکنجه شدین نباید لو بدین

“The first day of our training in Syria included what we should have done 

if we got stuck in homes. They told us to take a pill, a cyanide pill or 

just kill ourselves…. They told us at worst, we would be killed or 

captured…. We could be caught by two parties, ISIS or Al-Nusra. They 

were both there. That is why they would say either kill yourself or do 

not divulge the location of our army base. They said ‘Do not leak any 

information about your position. This should not be revealed. Even if 

you are tortured, you should not reveal it.” 

یه تخت بود مثال چجوری بهتون بگم، روش میشستیم، پاهامون از زانو به پایین روی یه چیزی بود که با نی  “

میزد که استقامت پاهامون بره باال که وقتی زیر شکنجه میری زیاد به استخون پا فشار نیاد پون دردش بیشتره دیگه پشت 

ال منو سه تا زد دیگه گریم گرفت و در رفتم. دیگه طاقت نداشتم دیگه. خیلی پا. زود اعتراف میگیرن. اونجا زیاد بودن مث

 ”سفت بودن و اونام تا نمیشکست ول نمیکرد

“There was this bed, hmm, how can I put it? We would sit there and our 

legs were hanging from the other side. Then, they would beat us with 

the reeds so that our tolerance will be increased, the endurance of our 

legs will be increased so when we go under torture, we can tolerate it 

and the bone of our feet will adapt. They could make us confess in no 

time this way. There were others too, when they beat me two or three 

times, I was done, I could not tolerate it. The reeds were really tough 

and they would not stop until they were broken” 
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Furthermore, Hussain shared experiences of being captured by ISIS multiple 

times and surviving each time out of luck and with the help of his friends and Syrian 

residents since he was a little boy. Witnessing war and innocent people being killed for 

no reason was traumatizing to Hussain: 

ه جعبه بود ما داخل حرم حضرت رقیه نشسته بودیم. از برجک رد شد. خیلی سرعتش زیاد بود. بعد یه دون .“

داعش همونو انداخت و دوباره برگشت. ما اول فکر کردیم مینی بمبی چیزیه فرار کردیم ترسیدیم. گفتیم االن این منفجر شه 

به فنا میریم. بعد دو سه نفر با لباس مخصوص رفتن که ببینن چیه درشو باز کردن دیدن سر حججی با یه دونه فیلم. ما 

یلی وحشتناک بود. سرشو بریده بودن. تنشو نداد. فقط سرشو دادن با یه دونه فیلمهمونجا فیلمشو نگاه کردیم، خ .  

حججی فرمانده ایرانی بود مثال سرهنگ بود. تو سوریه فعالیت داشت، سالح و مهمات و اینارو برای فاطمیون یا 

 .”زینبیون میاورد

“We were sitting inside the shrine of Hazrat Roghayeh. An ISIS guy 

passed the turret. He was very fast. Then there was this box, he dropped 

the box and ran away. At first we thought it was a mine or bomb, we 

were scared and kept our distance. We thought that it would explode 

and we would perish. Then two or three people went in special suits to 

check what it was. They opened the lid and saw Hojaji’s head and a 

video. We watched the film there; it was very scary. They beheaded 

him. They did not bring his body back, just his head and this video.” 

Hussain and I had so many conversations focusing on the challenges and 

hardships he had experienced. Hussain shared learning lessons from his hardships, 

creating new patterns of beliefs and skills. He shared hardships and experiences 

became even more powerful when he started becoming self-aware. Hussain learned that 

every hardship provided him an opportunity to make new decisions and learn from his 

experiences. When I asked him if he would change any decision if he had the chance to 

go back in time, he shared that maybe not leaving Afghanistan for Iran when he was 11. 

After a bit of reflection, he expressed that if he had not, he wouldn’t have learned this 

much. He shared that he feels truly happy with the person that he has turned into. He 

acknowledges his experiences overall. 

زیگوشی های کودکانهبا .4.11.9 /Bazigooshihaye Koodakane (Childhood 
Playfulness) 

The final theme emerging from the content was that of “bazigooshiyahe 

koodakane”; childhood playfulness. Hussain shared multiple times that he did his best to 

adopt a positive outlook in times of hardship. He expressed that he tried focusing on the 
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positive aspects of his situations. He frequently expressed this playful side of his with me 

showing that amid the circumstances, he did have fun. Hussain stated that when he 

looks back now he thinks that he still wanted to be a child regardless of all the traumatic 

experiences. Some parts expressing this playful side of Hussain that were shared with 

me are as follows; 

” دیگه همونجا میشستیم تا یه نفر پیدا میشد قایقو اجاره میکرد. نوبتی…. یه جوری بود ما بازیگوشی میکردیم

 “ وایمیستادیم. نوبت من که بود زیاد بازیگوشی میکردم هی اینور اونور میپیچیدم. وای نمیستادم

“It was in a way that we would just have fun. My friends would keep 

saying rent the boat and we would wind up and ditch them…. We would 

sit around and wait until someone was found to rent our boat. We took 

turns standing. During my turns, I would play around a lot and not work” 

When I asked about Hussain’s favorite place and memory, Hussain shared: 

 ”بامیان

چون یه کاری داشتیم که میتونستیم بریم اینور اونور آبتنی کنیم و کارمون مال خودمون بود، آزاد بودیم. …

 " .اونجوری نبود که کسی بهمون دستور بده که کار باید انجام شه. خودمون بودیم و خودمون

 “Bamian, when I was 8 or 9… Because we were free, we could swim, 

we could have fun… because we had something to do and we could go 

here and there and our work was ours. It was not like someone was 

telling us that work had to be done. We were just ourselves.” 

Hussain shared some stories about his times being trained at Syrian camps 

during war; 

” دقیقه فاصله داشت. همون سنیا. نیم ساعت یا چهل دقیقه با ما فاصله داشت ما 40قرارگاه زینبیه پاکستانیا از ما 

شبا میرفتیم اونارم اذیت میکردیم. اینا همشون که میخوابیدن ما میرفتیم رو قرارگاه اینا. مثل ما که اتاقک و برجک نداشت. 

یدن. یه منور داخل قرارگاه میزدیم فرار میکردیم. اینو که میزدیم صدا میداد همشون برجکم کسی نگهبانی نمیداد همه میخواب

میکردن “میومدن بیرون میگفتن چه خبره. ما میومدیم تو اتاق فقط میخندیدیم اینا هی اینور اونور میدوییدن و ماشینو روشن 

 گشت میزدن که ببینه کیه ولی ما میخندیدیم برای خودمون

“There was a Zeinabie camp near us which was 40 minutes away. The 

Pakistani Sunni defenders were staying there. They were 30 or 40 

minutes away from us. We would also tease them and prank them at 

night. When they slept, we would go to their roof. They did not have a 

room and a turret like us. They also had no scouts; they were always all 

asleep. We would shoot a flare gun and run away. When we shoot, there 

would be a loud noise and they would all come out and wonder what 

was going on. We would go back to our camp. We would just laugh, 
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those Pakistanis would run around and start their cars, patrolling to see 

who it was, but we were laughing for ourselves.” 

In the first interview session, as an initial warm-up to the conversations that 

followed, I asked Hussain to bring an artefact which could be an item of significance to 

him, something that would help him to discuss his experiences. Hussain played a piece 

of music that he and his friends used to listen to while they were at the Syrian camps. He 

shared that this song reminded him of life, bringing both good and bad memories of his 

childhood. He shared; 

یه آهنگ که توی سوریه بود. خاطرات ما کال توی سوریه بوده. بعدش کال یه جوری بوده که فقط برای ما ”

یگه. حاال آهنگو خواستین نچسبه. فقط همون خاطره چه بدش چه خوبش برای ما خوب بود دیگه. همونو همیشه یادمونه د

 ..براتون میفرستم

 .حاال اوالش که خوبه. اول آهنگ خاطره های خوبه. آخراش که میرسه بد میشه  

چون اوالشو که گوش میدادی، مثال تا نصفشو گوش میدادی تا نصفش خوب بود یهوی یه خمپاره میافتاد فرار 

  .میکردیم

نداشتیم. هممون جمع میشدیم کنار یه تویوتا همونجا گوش میدادیم. دیگه یه جوری بود که مثال سیستم صوتی که 

مثال پونزده نفر یه جا جمع بودیم. اونم از اونور میدید که جمعن مارو میزد ما هم اینور اونور مون میخورد فرار میکردیم“ . 

“A song that was in Syria. Our memories were all in Syria. It was not 

much fun. Only that memory, good or bad, was good for us. I will always 

remember the memories…. The beginning is alright. The first part of the 

song is all good memories, but the end of the song reminds me of bad 

memories…Because when you listened to it, for example, you listened 

to it halfway, it was good; however, suddenly, a mortar would fall and 

we would run away…You know it was weird. For example, we did not 

have an audio system or anything. We would all gather next to a Toyota 

and listen to music. For example, fifteen of us would gather together. 

They would spot us and attack with mortars and we would just run 

away.” 

This characteristic of Hussain is one of my favorite elements of his being. 

Besides all the hardships that he has been through, Hussain tried his best to make 

memories and have fun. When we discussed this theme and reflected upon them, 

Hussain shared that his playful side gives him a sense of freedom, not taking life 

seriously.  
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 Beforementioned emerging themes shape Hussain’s identity. Each turning point 

and experience has developed Hussain’s identity and reflects the world that who 

Hussain is today. 
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Chapter 5.  
 
Discussion and Reflection on the Conversations 

5.1. Rethinking Refugeeness 

Through this research, my main intention was to break the boundaries of 

stereotypical definitions of notions such as refugeeness and education. The experiences 

of refugees are often rife with presumptions and assumptions. Many refugee studies 

tend toward typically assuming there is a homogeneity of experiences and stages 

through which refugees pass, procedurally, and existentially or psychologically. For 

example, Malkki (1995) represents this homogenized view of refugee experience, when 

he identifies “the routine incorporation of the language of loss (e.g., of traditions, culture, 

identity) as a consequence of becoming a refugee [and] the prominence of psychological 

interpretations of displacement” (p. 498). However, it is essential to point out that this 

study, in considering the importance of "lived experience," should incline the reader to 

recognize that ‘the refugee experience’ is as varied as the people who are experiencing 

it, and the contexts in which they find themselves. Which is to say, the nature 

recognizing “lived experience” is to acknowledge the uniqueness of the subjective 

stance of a participant who is sharing experiences that occurred in a moment that might 

differ significantly from other people’s experiences. The current existing definition of 

“refugee” is one that refugees are often compelled or forced to adopt or fit into, rather 

than allowing their experiences to at least help direct the definition. It is important to 

critically look at the definition of the term “refugee” in order to understand this delicate 

phenomenon. 

Being/becoming a “refugee” is a universal experience of those that identify as a 

refugee, but at the same time, aspects of these experiences are different for every 

individual since this experience contains a collection of feelings that are present in 

response to the phenomenon of being/becoming a refugee, shaped by the past 

experiences, and the current context of that person (Lacroix, 2004). As a result, this 

thesis has attempted to portray a deeper understanding of the notion of ‘refugeeness’ by 

exploring the details of one undocumented and unaccompanied Afghan refugee living in 

Iran in order to provide more nuance and insight through exploring the real-life 
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implications of the term. Through exploring the participant’s lived experiences, I gained a 

deeper understanding of the Hussain’s experience of the phenomenon of 

being/becoming a refugee. 

5.2. Rethinking Education  

 “I used to work at a soda factory- I had no idea how to work with the 

machines and no one was really there to show me. I learned everything 

myself- I messed up so many bottles but I kept trying. The owner was 

really patient. He didn’t fire me so I eventually learned the job”  

This statement was made by Hussain, who has learned almost everything 

through experience. 

Across the globe, the notion of education has recently moved through some 

major semantic shifts (Budwig & Alexander, 2021). In general, education is often claimed 

to be a process whose end is developing personal autonomy (Burbules et al., 2020). It 

does that by developing abilities, knowledge, understanding of the world, that helps 

individuals act independently, discriminate between good and bad ideas, and provides 

individuals a space to act on ideas, so that they can test how they fit with their world.  

But education can be achieved through various forms and contexts, from the formal (i.e., 

schooling and training within an institutional setting) to the non-formal (i.e., learning that 

may take place in an organized setting, for example, on the job, but is not credentialed, 

nor officially framed by a formal ‘curriculum’) to the informal (i.e., incidental learning, that 

comes about through living a life, through family or through daily or informal activities; 

see e.g., Cameron & Harrison, 2012). 

This research has brought me to a place of understanding in which life and its 

experiences become instructors, teaching individuals to better adapt to and understand 

the realities of life, as harsh as those realities may at times be. The experiences of 

Hussain have compelled me to ask about the degree to which much of what we learn in 

life may come about through non-informal, and maybe most of all, through informal 

learning experiences. Such experiences are real-life applications of what may well be 

theorized, but they point toward an idea that learning happens through experiences in 

the outside world (Fox, 1983). According to Dewey (1897), learning experiences outside 

the classroom are forms of experiential learning. In this research, in considering 

Hussain’s narrative and lived experiences, I have identified points which emphasize that 
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real learning happens for Hussain completely outside of formal settings. As a graduate 

student, I have been in school settings almost all my life but Hussain challenged and 

shifted my perspectives towards the notion of “education.” Hussain's story supports a 

notion that education comes in many forms and an individual can become fully 

developed without formal schooling. This has an implication with regard to how 

educational support of refugee populations may be envisioned, and further emphasizes 

that refuges are not ‘empty vessels waiting to be filled’ but people with potentially vast 

stores of experiences within them, and indeed, with very significant learning behind 

them.  Seen in this way, more energy can be dedicated to assisting any people, but 

especially refugees in validating and learning from their experiences in order to make an 

impact on their lives, and to empower them in the best of ways. 

5.3. Further Comments 

Part of the aim of this research, was to create a platform for Hussain to have his 

voice heard and understood. This study highlighted that learning through lived 

experiences empowers individuals by recognizing their independence and perseverance 

(Marton & Both, 2013). Learning through lived experiences are powerful examples that 

illustrate how individuals can move on from challenges and even failures, and to accept 

them as part of their journey (Heydari et al., 2015). I acknowledged the fact that sharing 

lived experiences is a powerful practice because it provides people with the opportunity 

to present themselves on their own terms to others in the community. According to 

Strauven (2021) sharing lived experiences and narratives supports individuals to unfold 

and shape/reshape their preferred selves by providing them an opportunity to 

understand themselves and experience their lives being validated. For example, while 

Hussain was sharing his experiences during his time in Syria, he said that he always 

thought of Syria as a negative experience but he realized that he truly had some good 

times and memories in the midst of those hardships. 

I believe that individuals, refugees in particular, are able to shape and reshape 

their identities by sharing their lived experiences and narratives. According to Turner et 

al., (1987), identity is a fluid construct and is constantly changing as a long-term 

process, mainly during specific parts of the lifespan. According to Neimeyer (2014), 

identity can be viewed as a narrative achievement meaning that one’s sense of self is 

established through the experiences and narratives that are shared about themselves. I 
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myself have experienced reshaping my identity by reflecting upon some of my 

experiences. Those acts of reflection helped me to re-prioritize my beliefs and values 

towards life and I am grateful that this research provided the opportunity for me to do so. 

To be more specific, and perhaps most significantly, hearing and sharing in Hussain’s 

stories has compelled me to ask questions about my own identity, has brought me to 

realize all the more the nature of my own sense of self as a “fluid construct,” and to see, 

by Hussain’s example, how one can rise to challenges against all odds. 

5.4. Study Strengths and Limitations 

According to Giorgi (2009), the fundamental aim of phenomenological philosophy 

is to develop a rich understanding of lived experiences of individuals through the 

consciousness of the experiencer. This means that phenomenology provides an 

opportunity for individuals to be understood from inside their subjective experiences 

(Todres & Holloway, 2003). Therefore, the main emphasis of this study was to describe 

and to interpret participant experience as lived by the experiencer in a way that can be 

utilized as a source of qualitative material, or evidence of a life lived. Phenomenological 

description aimed to capture the layers of complexity of lived experiences of this 

particular participant by recognizing the ambiguity and contradictions inherent in his 

experience, as being a failure of the bigger system. Hussain’s experiences and 

challenges reflect the refugee experiences and difficulties faced by unaccompanied 

children from other countries, and are not necessarily restricted to Afghan 

unaccompanied and undocumented minors in Iran. This is evident through the 

similarities between the kinds of experiences reported here, and those in the literature 

(Carswell et al., 2011; Luster et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2002). Such studies represent 

general similarities in terms of experiences regardless of the details of specific 

circumstances, different backgrounds and the host society of unaccompanied minors. 

For example, experiences of independence, collectivity, loss, hardship and traumas are 

amongst the commonalities. 

This study does however, have several limitations. The aim of this study was to 

understand the participant’s experiences through listening to and interacting with his 

narratives. This approach helped the researcher to see the complexity of the 

participant’s life, his experiences, how his experiences shaped his identity and educated 

him for life. However, the representation of the study might be perceived as somewhat 
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scattered, given both the relatively short period of time in which the interviews were 

conducted, and the character of Hussain’s narratives (this perception of ‘scatteredness’ 

could also be a result of the subtleties in not solely the words in translating from one 

language to another, but the idiomatic cultural form and manner of expression, which is 

much harder, if not impossible to ‘translate.’) Future studies could be more specific and 

investigate specific dimensions of identity in regards to turning points, for example, 

shaping some interviews around ‘critical periods’ or age ranges in his development, or 

dwelling in a more sustained way in specific moments or ‘turning points,’ such as his 

participation on behalf of the Iranian army in the war in Syria, or his attempts to seek 

refuge in Greece and Turkey.  

As I have emphasized, this study concerns one unaccompanied and 

undocumented Afghan living in Iran. Thus, while these interviews yielded rich 

descriptions, the participant’s narrative does not capture the range of experiences that 

might be made available through interviews with other unaccompanied and 

undocumented minors. For example, it sparks my imagination to consider what the 

experiences of a young girl might be that would serve as a point of comparison to 

Hussain’s experiences.  Therefore, as with all such qualitative, and in particular 

phenomenological studies, the results should not be taken as a representation of all 

unaccompanied, undocumented refugees.  

Furthermore, these findings might well have differed if another researcher (a 

male researcher, for instance, or a woman who had military experience, or someone 

who did not speak Farsi) had carried out the interviews, or if the context had differed 

(i.e., if Hussain was not in Iran, but was securely and safely here in Canada). Moreover, 

inevitably, the participant chose to reveal some experiences and views to me whilst 

withholding others. Further, my documentation, representation and analysis included the 

themes judged to be the most prominent by me as the researcher. Consequently, any 

notion of a ‘full data set’ could not be presented, and that is of course anathema to the 

spirit and practice of phenomenological research (Van Manen, 1990). The quality, not 

the quantity, of the narratives, and the depth of engagement between the researcher and 

the participant, are the more desirable and significant attributes of this type of research 

and methodology.  
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5.5. Implications for Future Research 

The findings of this study have important implications for educators, counsellors, 

medical and legal practitioners, and policy makers when considering “refugees’ and 

‘education”. Considering what Hussain shared, it would be important to acknowledge, 

and to investigate further, what a refugee’s engagement-related behaviors might be. 

What would compel them to take part in, for example, resettlement initiatives or 

educational opportunities in coming to a new country. Furthermore, the findings of this 

study (both the significant findings and the limitations) suggest where more focus and 

energy could be devoted to studying their past and current experiences as an 

investment towards their future education, in the formal, non-formal, and informal senses 

(Quinn & Earnshaw, 2013). This researcher emphasizes that unaccompanied and 

undocumented refugees, especially minors, could potentially benefit from such research-

informed support programs. To be more specific, this study suggest that interventions 

aimed at supporting undocumented and unaccompanied minors’ education should 

include concrete experience-oriented activities by acknowledging the importance of their 

previous experiences, what they learned, and how they learned. 

Future qualitative research studies focusing on unaccompanied and 

undocumented individuals’ and their lived experiences could contribute further to 

improved support initiatives and practices, most particularly, by foregrounding the 

importance of the stories of experience. The findings of this study highlight the difference 

between quantitative and qualitative research by presenting findings, which is to say, 

stories, that could not be achieved through strictly quantitative measures. Qualitative 

approaches in particular contribute to expanding and furthering our knowledge by 

highlighting the textures and contours of lives of people like Hussain. While Hussain 

consistently spoke of his independence and his capacity to forge through the world on 

his own, our conversations significantly drew attention to the importance of social 

support as a desirable and protective factor for survival in the circumstances he was 

living through, exemplified by the degree to which he would refer to “we” repeatedly in 

recounting many of his experiences. This corresponds well with what similar previous 

qualitative studies have indicated (Goodman, 2004; Luster et al., 2008; Miller et al., 

2002).  
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Furthermore, based on the relationship between myself and Hussain throughout 

this study, aided and supported by sharing a common language, a mutual understanding 

of the character of Shia beliefs, values, and practices, and a knowledge of the 

complexities of living in Iran, I would offer that for future research, and future researchers 

who may not share culture and language but who are nevertheless interested in the lived 

experiences of someone such as Hussain, this potentially opens up opportunities for 

more collaborative approaches to this kind of research, in bringing together those who 

have specific interests and abilities (say, around educational theory, the psychology or 

sociology of displacement, etc.) and those who can offer support and expertise 

regarding a refugee’s specific culture and language orientation.  

To summarize, these findings offer a perspective on one unaccompanied and 

undocumented Afghan refugee’s lived experiences which have not previously been 

presented, namely, the challenges, difficulties and overall experiences that have shaped 

the person he is today. The findings draw attention to the need for researchers and other 

professionals to listen to the voices of unaccompanied and undocumented refugee 

minors as part of the effort to facilitate transitions into new places of refuge, and to 

improve conditions, experiences and well-being in existing places of refuge for one of 

the most vulnerable groups in the world today. This understanding is crucial for other 

researchers, educators, practitioners and policy makers to enhance their strategies and 

planning programs in regards to this particular group for today and for the future. 

Finally, I would also like to acknowledge and draw attention to the significance of 

the notion of “the vulnerable researcher” phenomenon in this study.  The vulnerable 

researcher, first articulated and defined by anthropologist, Ruth Behar, as “the 

vulnerable observer” (1997), is a phenomenon defined as what results from the 

emotional labor and impact felt by a researcher in situations where what one hears in 

terms of lived experiences are emotionally fraught, or where the research conditions 

themselves are dangerous or risky, whether physically or emotionally (Liamputtong, 

2007). In research situations such as mine with Hussain, the researcher can experience 

a range of emotional states of considerable intensity in undertaking sensitive, reflexive, 

and reciprocal research, encounters which can lead to feelings of vulnerability, 

disruptions in personal identity causing emotional fatigue, with collateral physical effects. 

In addition to the impact on the researcher, there are potential impacts on others, 

including research assistants, and transcribers (Sherry, 2013). I would like to point out 
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that it is important for researchers contemplating this kind of work, to first, be conscious 

about the existence of this notion and prepare beforehand in order to eliminate as much 

as possible the potential risks. And secondly, it is important for the researcher to take 

care of themselves while taking care of the research subjects' well-being throughout the 

research encounter. 

5.6. Concluding Thoughts 

This research was aimed at bringing attention to the marginalized within an 

already marginalized population, that is, of undocumented and unaccompanied Afghan 

refugees, within the broader population of refugees. I intended to create a platform for 

one participant from this large group to share his experiences and narrative, to share his 

story as one of the many unheard stories, to have his voice heard. I acknowledged the 

fact that sharing lived experiences is a powerful form of human engagement because it 

provides people with refugee experience the opportunity to present themselves on their 

own terms to others in the community. Sharing lived experiences has value toward the 

goal of social change at the local level, and beyond. Within social policy, lived 

experience narratives have been deployed in several research contexts to emphasize 

the worth of subjective experiences in support of more conventional empirical inquiry, in 

particular with respect to highlighting the importance of personal agency (Neale & Crow, 

2018; Wright, 2016). I indirectly aimed to address and portray how the value of respect 

for human dignity and the core principles of respect for individuals, concern for their 

welfare, and for the pursuit of just and fair treatment can be both aims and features of 

this form of research by sharing this participant’s narrative, in effect, a contribution 

toward empowering his own agency in the world. Emergent themes such as ethnic 

discrimination, zoor, and distrust shed light on sensitive areas of this participant’s life 

and implicitly encourage readers to reflect more fully on what was shared, and what the 

possible narratives might be from all that was not shared. It is my hope that a better 

understanding of this population’s lived experiences will eventually inform and support 

future projects and policies to better empower and achieve the aspirations of the 

marginalized, again within an already marginalized group. 

And, what have I learned from this process, and where might I go from here? 

How has this research, and how has the process of creating this thesis ‘educated me?’ 
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A significant learning for me from this process has been an increased awareness 

of, and an interest in, the idea of ‘experiential learning,’ and indeed, the place of informal 

learning in relation to formal learning in terms of how we learn to live a life (recalling the 

distinctions referred to above, between formal, non-formal, and informal learning; (see 

e.g. Cameron & Harrison, 2012). Thinking of Dewey’s initial theorizing of ‘experiential 

learning’ in Experience and Education (1938) and moving into more contemporary ways 

that scholars have theorized and applied experiential learning (Itin, 1999; Silberman, 

2007), how might I further explore this idea and draw it into research explorations in the 

future centered around refugee experience, in order to create approaches to supporting 

such populations that are both theoretically and practically significant to the lives of such 

refugees? 

Furthermore, this research has provided me an opportunity to reflect back on my 

own life and understand “the turning points” that I have experienced, and more 

importantly what I have learned from those experiences. I never had the chance before 

this to look at myself and my life as an outsider. This research has educated me about 

“me” and my own identity. I am more committed to the idea that it is important for 

individuals to explore their own lived experiences, turning points and the experiences 

that have shaped them. This is significant for our lives as researchers, scholars, and 

educators, but also as people in the world. Without moving us into metaphysical realms 

too abruptly, and all too briefly, I will say that I think we have come to earth to know 

ourselves and to dive deeply into explorations of meaning. 

Finally, for the moment, with the opportunity to reflect back and understand 

myself and my experiences, the next step for me is to figure out how I can empower 

myself in regards to the experiences that have been significant for me. How can I 

improve myself and better myself? And then, how can I take my own understandings 

and bring them to discussions with others, specifically with refugees, to then come up 

with a plan for them to invest more energy in assessing what they have already 

experienced to improve their quality of life. For example, when a refugee moves to a 

host country, they are often enrolled in some skill training programs and language 

learning programs in order to have them assimilate into the host society, without these 

education and training systems really knowing what they actually are already capable of, 

and in light of what they have experienced in their lives. How amazing would it be if there 

was a process whereby refugees could first share their experiences, and then they could 
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be empowered through such programs, in harmony with what they have experienced, 

with what their existing skills and talents and aspirations are? 

Perhaps most importantly, this research has drawn me closer and closer to the 

idea that our scholarly work should honor the lives and experiences of those who 

generously share their stories with us, and that our work with them should have some 

positive impact on their lives and their well-being. 

5.7. The Final Interview 

I want to end this thesis by returning to one of my primary aims, which was to 

provide a platform for this unaccompanied, undocumented minor refugee from 

Afghanistan, who found himself in Iran, to have a voice through this research. Living this 

life as he has, of being ‘in between:’ in between youth and adulthood, between safety 

and danger, between independence and mutuality, between what was home and what 

has been refuge, my hope is that both he, and you the reader, will feel he has been 

heard, even though there is undoubtedly so much more to say, and so much more to be 

heard. 

I want to offer the final word, then, to Hussain, to close this work. This occurred in 

the frame of ‘an interview what was not an interview,’ which is to say, it was simply a 

conversation between us about an idea that is close to Hussain’s heart, which was 

poetically expressed by the 13th century Persian poet, Rumi (Jalal ad-Din Muhmmad 

Rumi). There is much debate over this Sufi mystic, who was very much celebrated in his 

lifetime, and who is now one of the world's most beloved poets (Akbari, 2016). 

Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey all lay claim to Rumi (Akbari, 2016). Born in Balkh, a 

village that was part of Persia in that time, it is now within the boundaries of 

contemporary Afghanistan. Historically it was an ancient religious capital and center for 

Persian literature. Balkh was sacked by Genghis Khan and his Mongol troops in 1221 

(Schimmel, 1993). The young Rumi and his family fled and sought refuge in Turkey, 

where he then spent most of his life.  In 1273, he died in the city of Konya, located within 

the historic borders of Persia but which currently is a city located in Turkey (Schimmel, 

1993).  
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There are, in a word, many resonances between Rumi’s life and words, and 

Hussain’s experiences and philosophy of life. The reason behind choosing Rumi’s poem 

in this final conversation was that Rumi was a refugee himself and faced hardships 

during his journey of life as a refugee. The verse that was used as prompt for the final 

interview was chosen by me from Rumi’s Mathnavi, an extensive 6 volume poem, 

containing approximately 27,000 lines (Mojaddedi, 2004). According to Al-Kaabi (1992), 

the Mathnavi is one of the most influential works of Rumi’s, commonly called "the Quran 

in Persian." This conversation was the last formal one between Hussain and myself for 

the purposes of this research. No questions were asked during this interview, it was 

indeed a conversation between two people regarding a famous poet and his profound 

words. The intention behind shaping this last interview in this way was for me, as the 

researcher, to provide a kind of capstone for what Hussain was seeking, in sharing his 

final narrative. The interview was an open-ended session using the quote: 

“‘ خواهد دل تنگت بگوهیچ آدابی و ترتیبی مجو هر چه می ” 

“Do not seek any manners or orders, say whatsoever your aching heart 

desires”.  

In our conversation, Hussain shared his frustrations around his experiences of 

ongoing ethnic discrimination, injustices, racism and the way these affected his well- 

being. But he also spoke of imagining a better world, a more humane and unified world, 

a world of peace and possibilities. Here are Hussain’s words in full: 

 “ مثال هممون یه کشور بودیم مثال پاسپورت اصال نمی داشتیم یا -این کره زمین رو  -تصور کن این دنیارو 

یه پرچم. هر تصمیمی گرفته میشد برای همه یکی  داشتیم مثال هممون یه نژاد داشتیم. یه کشور داشتیم هممون به شناسنامه

هیچ  -كسي از كسي توقعي نداشت  -کسی با کسی جنگ نمیکرد  برابربودیم .بود. باحال نمیشد؟ اون موقع همه با هم

میشد کل كره زمین رو همون یه کشور کهكشوري تمیخواست ازون یكي دز ي كنه یا تصرفش كنه .همه هم سعی میکردن

 ”تمیز نگه دارن، دنیارو بهش برسن، بهترش کنن، تو صلح زندگي كنن. این چیزي بود كه دوست داشتم بگم

 “Imagine a world where we only had one country- the earth. For 

example, we wouldn’t have to have any passports or we could have one 

identification card the same as others. For example, imagine we had one 

race. Imagine we could live under one flag. Wouldn’t it be cool? Then 

we would all be equal right? No one would have any expectations from 

others. No country would fight the other. Or no country would want to 

steal from the other or invade the other. Everyone would work for the 

betterment of that country - the earth like keeping it clean- living in 

peace. This is what I wanted to share in this session” 
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And with Hussain’s closing words in our ears, I will simply add the Islamic word of 

farewell and gratitude, Fi Ammanillah; May Allah Protect you. 
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Appendix B. 
 
Consent Form 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert Williamson  

Student Lead: Niayesh Pazoki Moakhar  

Title of Study: Who is Hussain? Exploring the Lived Experiences Shaping the Identity of an 
Unaccompanied, Undocumented, Afghan Minor Refugee 

You have been invited to participate in a research project titled " Who is Hussain? Exploring the 
Lived Experiences Shaping the Identity of an Unaccompanied, Undocumented, Afghan Minor 
Refugee”  

This project will serve as Niayesh Pazoki Moakhar’s dissertation for the requirements of the 
master’s in Educational Psychology. You will have the opportunity to take part in a research 
study. Before you decide if you want to participate, you should read the following information 
carefully so you understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. This consent 
document will explain the purpose of this research project and will go over all of the time 
commitments, the procedures used in the study, and the risks and benefits of participating in this 
research project. If you would like more information or clarification, you can contact the principal 
investigator through email or the student lead, Niayesh Paoki Moakhar. 

What are we trying to find out in this study?  

This study acknowledges that being/becoming a “refugee” is a universal experience at the same 
time different for every individual since this experience contains a collection of feelings that are 
present in response to the phenomenon of being/becoming a refugee. As a result, in order to truly 
understand the definition of this construct, this study tends to explore the ways in which people 
speak of their struggle in the decision to flee their countries, their perspectives on the process of 
becoming a refugee, and the ways in which their story was perceived. This study intends to 
create a platform for one undocumented Afghan refugee to share his narrative. The purpose of 
this study is to examine and explore lived experiences of one undocumented Afghan refugee 
living in Iran in order to better understand his current situation, struggles he is facing and 
ultimately to inform better supports in an effort to empower him and others undocumented Afghan 
refugees like him. The ultimate goal of this study is to have the participant himself make meaning 
of his experiences by the way he himself understands them.  

Who is participating in this study?  

A 20 year old refugee who is living as an undocumented Afghan in Iran is participating in this 
study. He has willingly volunteered to participate in this study to have the world hear his story. 
This participant has Consent Form to be willing and able to commit to five video-taped interview 
sessions lasting approximately 2-2 ½ hours each.  

Where will this study take place?  

All the interviews will be conducted virtually via Whatsapp which is favorable for everyday 
conversation and mutually agreed upon by both the researcher and the participant. The follow up 
interview(s) will be conducted online as well. The researcher has chosen Whatsapp as the 
medium of communication since this application upholds the “rule of confidentiality”. The 
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researcher has particularly chosen Whatsapp since it has an end-to-end encryption default. There 
is no backdoor to their system. All data sent over remains encrypted, as such, the company, 
governments or third party cannot access it.  

Do I have to take part?  

No, you don’t have to participate if you don’t want to. You may withdraw from participation at any 
time. Any information relevant to your decision to withdraw you from participation in this study will 
be provided in a timely manner so that you can make an informed participation decision while the 
study is on-going. You may also choose to exclude your data from the final analysis if you so 
choose at any time prior to publication of the study results.  

What is the time commitment for participating in this study?  

Total expected participant time is about ten hours across 5 weeks. This includes eight hours of 
interviews as well as two additional hours to account for the time of the follow up interview.  

What will you be asked to do if you choose to participate in this study?  

During the initial interview, you will be asked to bring an artefact which could be an item of 
significance to you that would help you to talk about your experiences as an initial ‘warm up’ to 
the following interviews. The following interviews will ask you to share your personal experiences 
as an undocumented Afghan refugee living in Iran and open up about the struggles that you have 
faced as an undocumented refugee. During the follow-up interview, you will be asked questions 
about your thoughts and feelings about the themes being found from the information that you 
have shared and will add anything that you feel that is important to add to the findings.  

What information is being measured during the study?  

To allow for a deeper and richer understanding of the cultural and social world of you and your 
experiences, in depth interviews will be utilized. Specifically experiences regarding living in Iran 
as an undocumented Afghan refugee.  

What are the risks of participating in this study and how will these risks be minimized?  

As in all research there may be unforeseen risks to participants. The researcher anticipates 
minimal risk to you, such as mild discomfort when discussing uncomfortable issues about your life 
experiences. The interview can be stopped at any time due to any reason. You have the right to 
skip any question they don't wish to answer. Referrals will be provided to you in the event that 
difficulty is experienced regarding your participation in this study.  

What are the benefits of participating in this study?  

Benefits of participation in this study may include the opportunity for you to reflect on issues 
pertaining to your development and life experiences as an undocumented Afghan refugee living 
in Iran. As well as Consent Form to contribute to a study that has the potential to inform research 
and practice concerning the distresses of undocumented Afghan refugees living in Iran. Likewise, 
you may benefit from the awareness that you are participating in giving voice to the stories of 
millions of undocumented Afghans living in Iran. The kind of stories that have often been silenced 
or neglected in the past. This study, more generally, will contribute to the small amount of existing 
literature on the experience of undocumented Afghans living in Iran and will provide a much 
needed specific perspective on those who are of undocumented Afghan refugees in Iran to this 
research area.  
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Are there any costs associated with participating in this study?  

There will be no cost with participating in this study.  

Who will have access to the information collected during this study?  

All of the information collected from you will be confidential. To best protect confidentiality, your 
name and any other identifying information will be disguised when data is transcribed. Your 
contact information will be kept secured and destroyed once it is no longer needed. No identifying 
information will be used in any subsequent publications. The data collected, both hard copy and 
electronic data will be kept in a secure manner. All of the information collected from you will be 
confidential. In addition, your responses will never be attached to any identifying information. The 
data collected, both hard copy and electronic data will be kept in a secure manner by having all 
the data encrypted. The recorded interviews and other electronic data will be saved securely in 
the SFU vault as encrypted. The researcher will be writing a reflective journal as a hard copy. In 
order to keep everything confidential, the researcher will journal with a pseudonym. The 
researcher will keep nothing on her personal devices except while she is doing the interviews and 
transferring the data to the SFU vault. The researcher will be retaining the study data for 5 years 
and both the principal investigator and the student lead will have access to the data. The data in 
this study may be used for future research. Neither the principal investigator nor the student lead 
will use the data unless a new ethics application has been approved related to future research.  

What if you want to stop participating in this study?  

You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason. You will not suffer 
any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. If you wish to withdraw your 
data from the study, note to do so before publication. You will experience NO consequences if 
you choose to withdraw from this study. You can contact the student lead via WhatsApp at or the 
principal investigator through email The investigator can also decide to stop your participation in 
the study after consulting with you.  

Who can I contact for more information?  

Should you have any concerns regarding this study or your possible participation now or in the 
future, please contact Niayesh Pazoki Moakhar or through email. Remember that your consent to 
participate is completely voluntary. Upon completion of the study I will be happy to discuss 
findings to you upon your request and you may email me to request an electronic copy of the final 
thesis in Farsi.  

If you have any concerns about your rights as a research participant and/or your experiences 
while participating in this study, you may contact Dr. Jeffrey Toward, Director, Office of Research 
Ethics. 

Sincerely,  

Niayesh Pazoki Moakhar, M.A Candidate  

Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Your signature indicates that you have read this consent form, had an opportunity to ask 
questions about your participation in this research and voluntarily consent to participate. You may 
keep a copy of this letter for your records.  
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Acceptance: I, (Name of participant), agree to participate in the above research study conducted 
by Niayesh Pazoki Moakhar of the Department of Educational Psychology, Faculty of Education, 
Simon Fraser university, which is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Robert 
Williamson.  

I am under no obligation to participate and if I choose not to participate, I can withdraw from the 
study at any time and/or refuse to answer any questions, without suffering any negative 
consequences. If I choose to withdraw, all data gathered until the time of withdrawal will be 
deleted permanently.  

1) I (name of participant) consent to participate and approve the usage of my data for future 
research.  

2) I (name of participant) consent to my data being published with respect to confidentiality 
measures in the final thesis or any academic article based on the thesis.  

 

I am also aware that I can get support from the researcher in case I need any help.  

If I have any questions about the study, I may contact the private investigator or the student lead.  

There are two copies of the consent form, one of which is mine to keep. I have read this informed 
consent document. The risks and benefits have been explained to me. I agree to take part in this 
study.  

Participant's signature: (Signature) Date: (Date)  

___________________________________ ______________________________ Consent 
Form  
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Appendix C. 
 
Consent Form in Farsi 

 محقق اصلی: دکتر رابرت ویلیامسون
 دانشجو مسئول: نیایش پازکی موخر 
 

 عنوان تحقیق: تجربیات زندگی یک پناهنده افغانستانی غیر قانونی در ایران: یک تحلیل پدیدارشناختی تفسیری
 

قانونی در ایران: یک تحلیل  از شما برای مشارکت در یک پروژه تحقیقاتی تحت عنوان " تجربیات زندگی یک پناهنده افغانستانی غیر
 پدیدارشناختی تفسیری " دعوت شده است.

 
این پروژه به عنوان پایان نامه نیایش پازوکی برای اتمام دوره کارشناسی ارشد در رشته روانشناسی آموزشی میباشد. شما این فرصت 

رید که آیا می خواهید در این تحقیق شرکت کنید یا را خواهید داشت که در یک مطالعه تحقیقاتی شرکت کنید. قبل از اینکه تصمیم بگی
خیر ، باید اطالعات زیر را به دقت بخوانید تا متوجه هدف این تحقیق شوید و بدانید که شامل چه مواردی می شود. این سند رضایت 

کت در این پروژه تحقیقاتی را هدف این پروژه تحقیقاتی و تمامی تعهدات زمانی ، روشهای تحقیق مورد استفاده و خطرات و مزایای شر
توضیح می دهد. لطفاً این فرم رضایت را با دقت و به طور کامل بخوانید و در صورت نیاز به توضیحات بیشتر در صورت وجود 

 هرگونه ابهام و سوال آن  را از طریق ایمیل محقق اصلی یا دانشجو مسئول نیایش پازکی موخر 
 

 زهایی پی ببریم؟در این تحقیق می خواهیم به چه چی
این مطالعه اذعان می کند که "پناهنده شدن" یک تجربه جهانی است و در عین حال برای هر فرد متفاوت میباشد ، چرا که این تجربه 

شامل مجموعه ای از احساسات است که در پاسخ به پدیده پناهنده شدن در افراد به وجود می آید. در نتیجه ، برای درک واقعی و 
هتر این سازه ، این مطالعه به دنبال بررسی راه هایی است که مردم در آن از مبارزه خود در تصمیم برای فرار از کشور ، تعریف ب

این تحقیق  دیدگاهشان در مورد روند پناهندگی و اینکه چطور داستان پناهندگی آنها توسط دیگران درک شده است صحبت می کنند.
وی افغانستانی غیر قانونی ایجاد کند تا روایت خود را به اشتراک بگذارد. هدف از این مطالعه قصد دارد بستری را برای یک پناهج

بررسی و کاوش تجربیات زندگی یک پناهنده افغانستانی غیر قانونی در ایران به منظور درک بهتر وضعیت فعلی او و مبارزاتی است 
وشهایی کارآمد تر برای پشتیبانی بهتر از وی توانمندسازی او و سایر که او با آن روبرو شده و در نهایت تالش برای رسیدن به ر

پناهندگان غیر قانونی افغان که شرایط مشابهی دارند میکند. هدف نهایی این مطالعه این است که خود شرکت کننده از طریق درک خود 
 ه معنی بگیرد.از تجربیاتی که داشته طبق برداشت شخصی خود و آن طور که این واقعه را درک کرد

 
 

 شرکت کننده این تحقیق چه کسی است؟
ساله که به عنوان یک پناهنده افغان غیر قانونی در ایران زندگی می کند در این مطالعه شرکت می کند. او داوطلبانه  20یک پناهنده 

مایل و متعهد به انجام پنج جلسه مصاحبه داوطلب شرکت در این مطالعه شده است تا جهانیان داستان او را بشنوند. این شرکت کننده باید 
 ویدیویی ضبط شده به مدت تقریبی دو تا دو ساعت و نیم باشد.

 
 این مطالعه کجا انجام خواهد شد؟

تمام مصاحبه ها به طور مجازی از طریق نرم افزار واتساپ انجام می شود که برای مکالمه روزمره مناسب بوده و ارجحیت دارد. به 
شرکت کننده توافق مشترک برای استفاده از این نرم افزار را داشته اند.  مصاحبه ها ثانویه ها نیز بصورت آنالین انجام عالوه محقق و 

 خواهد شد. از آنجا که این نرم افزار "قانون محرمانه بودن" را حفظ می کند ، محقق آن را به عنوان رسانه ارتباطی انتخاب کرده است.
انتخاب کرده است چرا که دارای رمزگذاری پیش فرض دو سویه میباشد. هیچ درب پشتی و راه دور زدنی محقق مخصوصا واتساپ را 

برای این سیستم وجود ندارد. تمام داده های ارسالی رمزگذاری شده باقی می مانند ، به همین خاطر شرکت ها ، دولت ها و یا اشخاص 
 ثالث نمی توانند به آنها دسترسی داشته باشند.

 
 ا می بایست در این تحقیق شرکت کنم؟آی

خیر, اجباری برای شرکت در این تحقیق وجود ندارد. در هر زمان که بخواهید میتوانید از شرکت در این تحقیق کناره گیری کنید. 
آگاهی در  هرگونه اطالعات مربوط به تصمیم شما در زمینه انصراف از شرکت در این مطالعه به موقع ارائه می شود تا بتوانید با

مورد ادامه شرکت در تحقیق تصمیم بگیرید. به عالوه  ممکن است بخواهید داده های خود را به هر دلیلی تا قبل از انتشار نتایج تحقیق 
 از تحلیل نهایی حذف کنید.

 
 تعهد زمانی برای شرکت در این مطالعه چقدر است؟

هفته است. این شامل هشت ساعت مصاحبه و همچنین دو ساعت  5ساعت در طول  10کل زمان شرکت کننده مورد انتظار حدود 
 اضافی برای محاسبه زمان مصاحبه دوم است. 
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 در صورت شرکت در این مطالعه از شما خواسته می شود چه کار کنید؟

ید و درباره آن و در طول مصاحبه اولیه ، از شما خواسته می شود که یک شی که برای شما مهم و ارزشمند است به همراه داشته باش
تجربیات خود به عنوان "گرم کردن" اولیه برای ادامه مصاحبه ها صحبت کنید. در مصاحبه های بعدی از شما میخواهیم که تجربیات 
شخصی خود را به عنوان یک پناهنده غیر قانونی افغان که در ایران زندگی می کند و در مورد مبارزاتی که به عنوان یک پناهنده با 

 روبرو شده اید ، گفتگو کنید. آنها
در طول مصاحبه های بعدی ، از شما سواالتی در مورد افکار و احساسات خود در مورد موضوعات یافت شده از اطالعاتی که به 
 د.اشتراک گذاشته اید پرسیده می شود و هر آنچه را که احساس می کنید برای افزودن به یافته های تحقیق مهم است اضافه خواهید کر

 چه اطالعاتی در طول تحقیق اندازه گیری می شود؟
برای درک عمیق و غنی تر از دنیای فرهنگی و اجتماعی شما و تجربیاتتان، از مصاحبه های عمیق استفاده می شود. به ویژه تجربیات 

 مربوط به زندگی شما در ایران به عنوان یک پناهجو غیر قانونی افغان.
 

 چیست و چگونه این خطرات به حداقل می رسد؟خطرات شرکت در این تحقیق 
همانند هر تحقیق دیگری ممکن است خطرات پیش بینی نشده ای برای شرکت کنندگان وجود داشته باشد. هرچند محقق حداقل خطر را 

در مورد تجارب  برای شما در طی روند این تحقیق پیش بینی می کند ، مانند ناراحتی خفیف هنگام بحث در مورد مسائل ناراحت کننده
 زندگی خود. اگر در روند مصاحبه به طور قابل توجهی ناراحت شوید، مصاحبه می تواند در هر زمان که بخواهید متوقف شود. 

 
 مزایای شرکت در این تحقیق چیست؟

خود به عنوان یک  از مزایای مشارکت در این مطالعه می توان به فرصتی برای تامل در مورد مسائل مربوط به رشد و تجارب زندگی
 پناهنده غیر قانونی افغان که در ایران زندگی می کند ، اشاره کرد. همچنین به مطالعه ای که توانایی آگاهی بخشی به تحقیقات و اقدامات

تیب ، موثر مربوط به ناراحتی ها و مشکالت پناهندگان غیر قانونی افغان که در ایران زندگی می کنند کمک خواهید کرد. به همین تر
شما ممکن است از این آگاهی که در به گوش رساندن صدای میلیون ها افغان و داستان هایشان انجام میشود، بهره مند شوید. نوعی 

داستان که اغلب در گذشته ساکت یا نادیده گرفته شده اند. این مطالعه ، به طور کلی ، به مقدار اندکی به تحقیق های پیشین موجود در 
مهاجرین افغان غیر قانونی در ایران کمک می کند و چشم انداز ویژه ای که تا امروز به آن پرداخته نشده را برای این مورد تجربه 

 دسته از تحقیقات درباره پناهندگان افغانستانی غیر قانونی در ایران ارائه می دهد.
 

 آیا نیاز به پرداخت هزینه ای برای شرکت در این تحقیق هست؟
 طالعه هزینه ای نخواهد داشت.شرکت در این م

 
 چه کسی به اطالعات جمع آوری شده در طول این تحقیق دسترسی خواهد داشت؟

تمام اطالعات جمع آوری شده از شما محرمانه خواهد بود. برای محافظت از محرمانه بودن ، هنگام رونویسی داده ها ، نام شما و سایر 
ماس شما محفوظ خواهد ماند و اگر دیگر نیازی به آن نباشد از بین می رود. در هیچ اطالعات شناسایی مخفی می شوند. اطالعات ت

نشریه از هیچ اطالعات شناسایی استفاده نخواهد شد. داده های جمع آوری شده ، در هر دو نسخه چاپی و الکترونیکی به روشی ایمن 
بود. بعالوه ، پاسخهای شما هرگز به اطالعات شناسایی  نگهداری می شوند. تمام اطالعات جمع آوری شده از شما محرمانه خواهد

پیوست نخواهد شد. برای محافظت از محرمانه بودن ، هنگام رونویسی داده ها ، نام شما و سایر اطالعات شناسایی مخفی می شوند. 
ود. در هیچ نشریه ای از حفظ  شده و محفوظ می ماند و در صورت عدم نیاز از بین می ر SFUاطالعات تماس شما در گاو صندوق 

هیچ اطالعات شناسایی استفاده نخواهد شد. داده های جمع آوری شده ، در هر دو نسخه چاپی و الکترونیکی با رمزگذاری همه داده ها 
به روشی ایمن نگهداری می شوند. مصاحبه های ضبط شده و سایر داده های الکترونیکی به صورت رمزگذاری شده در گاوصندوق 

SFU ه صورت ایمن ذخیره می شوند. محقق در حال نوشتن یک ژورنال انعکاسی به عنوان نسخه چاپی خواهد بود. به منظور ب
محرمانه نگه داشتن همه چیز ، محقق با نام مستعار در ژورنال می نویسد. محقق هیچ چیز را در دستگاههای شخصی خود نگه نمی 

سال داده های  5منتقل می کند. محقق  SFUها را از دستگاه خود به گاو صندوق  دارد مگر در زمانی که مصاحبه می کند و داده
 مطالعه را حفظ خواهد کرد و تنها محقق و دانشجو مسئول می توانند به داده ها دسترسی داشته باشند.

از داده ها استفاده نمی کنند مگر  شد. نه محقق اصلی و نه دانشجو خواهد استفاده احتمالی ی آینده تحقیقات در مطالعه این های داده از
 اینکه یک برنامه تحقیقاتی اخالقی جدید مربوط به تحقیقات آینده تأیید و انجام شود. 

 
 اگر بخواهید شرکت در این تحقیق را متوقف کنید چه اتفاقی می افتد؟ 

خود مبنی بر متوقف کردن مشارکت ، هیچ  به هر دلیلی می توانید هر زمان که خواستید شرکت در تحقیق را متوقف کنید. با تصمیم
نخواهد بود. اگر می قضاوت و مجازاتی نخواهید دید و اگر تصمیم بگیرید از این مطالعه انصراف دهید ، هیچ عواقبی متوجه شما 

از خواهید داده های خود را از مطالعه خارج کنید ، توجه داشته باشید که این کار را قبل از انتشار مقاله انجام دهید. اگر تصمیم بگیرید 
ئول یا از این مطالعه انصراف دهید ، هیچ عواقبی متوجه شما نخواهد بود. شما می توانید از طریق واتساپ با شماره  با دانشجو مس

محقق همچنین می تواند تصمیم بگیرد که بدون رضایت شما از شرکت شما در تحقیق  طریق ایمیل با محقق اصلی تماس بگیرید
 جلوگیری کند.

 
 برای اطالعات بیشتر با چه کسی می توانم تماس بگیرم؟

ماس بگیرید. به یاد داشته باشید که رضایت شما در صورت داشتن هرگونه سوال قبل یا هنگام تحقیق ، می توانید با نیایش پازوکی ت
برای شرکت در این تحقیق کامالً داوطلبانه است. پس از اتمام مطالعه در صورت درخواست, با شما در مورد یافته های این تحقیق با 
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فارسی ایمیل خود را برای من  کمال میل بحث و گفتگو خواهم کرد و شما می توانید برای دریافت نسخه الکترونیکی پایان نامه به زبان
ارسال کنید. اگر در مورد حقوق خود به عنوان یک شرکت کننده در تحقیق یا تجربیات خود در هنگام شرکت در این مطالعه نگرانی 

 دارید ، می توانید با دکتر جفری توورد ، مدیر دفتر اخالق تحقیقات تماس بگیرید 
 خالصانه،

 طع کارشناسی ارشد.نیایش پازکی موخر ، دانشجو مق
 دانشکده آموزش ، دانشگاه سایمون فریزر.

 پذیرش:
من ، )نام شرکت کننده( ، موافقت می کنم در مطالعه تحقیقاتی فوق انجام شده توسط نیایش پازکی از گروه روانشناسی آموزشی ، 

 می شود ، شرکت کنم.   دانشکده آموزش ، دانشگاه سایمون فریزر ، که تحت نظارت دکتر رابرت ویلیامسون انجام
می  اجباری هیچ بدون و داوطلبانه کامال تحقیق این در من شرکت
بدون  بخواهم که زمانی هر در  مطالعه این در شرکت از میتوانم من باشد.
طور  به قالهم انتشار از قبل مطالعه های داده تمام که دارم کامل آگاهی گرفتم، انصراف به تصمیم اگر دهم. انصراف منفی عواقب هیچ

 شد. خواهد پاک کامل
  

تحقیقات  برای مطالعه این این های داده از استفاده به اجازه و کرده  تحقیق این در شرکت به موافقت ، کننده( شرکت )نام من .1
 میدهم. آینده

مقاال همچنین و نهایی نامه پایان تز در محرمانه شناسایی اطالعات حفظ با هایم داده انتشار به موافقت کننده( شرکت )نام من .2
 میکنم آینده در تعلمی

 من همچنین می دانم که در صورت نیاز به هر کمکی می توانم از محقق پشتیبانی دریافت کنم. 
 اگر در مورد تحقیق سوالی داشتم ، می توانم با محقق یا استاد راهنما تماس بگیرم.

من است. من این سند رضایت را مطالعه کرده ام. خطرات و مزایای آن  دو فرم از فرم رضایت نامه وجود دارد که یکی از آنها برای
 برای من توضیح داده شده است و من موافقم که در این تحقیق شرکت کنم.

 
 امضای شرکت کننده: )امضا( 

 تاریخ: )تاریخ(
___________________________________ ______________________________ 
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Appendix D. 
 
Interview Guide 

a. Can you give me an example? 

b. Could you describe a typical____________? 

c. Tell me more about that. 

d. What was that like for you? 

e. How did you feel? 

f. How has that changed over time? 

g. Is there anything else you would like to add? 

First interview: 

For the first interview, the participant will be asked to bring an artefact which could be an 
item of significance to him that would help him to talk about his experiences as an initial 
‘warm up’ to the following interviews. Artefacts could appear as a tangible or intangible 
object such as a piece of music, a thought, an idea, a story or even a joke functioning as 
a “material probe.” The first interview will be followed by demographic information—such 
as age, nationality, date of arrival in Iran, and education. 

First Interview 

Theme: My name is “Hussain” 

General Question: 

I want to know more about you. Share as much information you are comfortable about 
your age-religion-family-education-childhood…. Anything you feel like you would want 
me to know about your background 

- Who is Hussain (pseudonym)? 

- If your life was a book, what would it be called? Why? 

Interview Questions 

- What qualities about yourself are you most proud of? 

- What do people come to you for? 

Following questions are the type of questions that I would like to know their answers but 
won’t ask him directly: 
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- Where were you born and raised? 

- In what year were you born? 

- How many years in total have you lived in Afghanistan? 

- How old were you when you moved to Iran? 

- In what year did you move from Afghanistan to Iran? 

- How long have you been living in Iran? 

- What is your religion? 

- How would you describe your religious beliefs? 

- What is/was your family like? (Relationships with siblings, parents) 

- Where are your family members now and what do they do? 

- Tell me about educational background) 

- What do you do for a living? 

Second Interview 

Theme: Past Life- Pre-Refuge- The Beginning of Hussain 

Location: Kabul-Afghanistan 

- What is the first memory you have from life? 

- Tell me how “it” all started….? 

- Describe happiness 

- Think about a time you were genuinely happy. What brought it on? 

- What qualities about yourself are you most proud of? 

- If you could tell your past-self something, what would it be? 

- Describe one thing you hope not to forget (What’s one thing you hope you never 
forget?) 

- If you could go back in time, what advice would you give to your younger self? 

- What is the biggest lesson you have learned so far? How did you come to learn that 
lesson? 

- Describe a memory that still makes you smile. Why did you choose that memory? 
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Interview Questions 

- What would your younger self be proud of you for? 

Third Interview 

Post-Refuge- Past 

Location: Tehran-Iran 

- When did you decide to move to Iran and why? 

- How was the experience? 

- Walk me through your life once you get to Iran. What happened? 

- Walk me through your work experiences in Iran as an undocumented refugee 

- What rights do you have as an undocumented Afghan in Iran? 

- What things have occurred over the past year that have influenced you and how have 
you changed as a result? 

Theme: War 

Location: Syria 

- Share anything you would like about your experiences regarding joining the “Modafean 
Haram” (defenders of Haram) army 

- Describe your feelings while you were in Syria. 

- Would you like to add anything to today’s session? 

Fourth Interview 

Theme: Present 

Location: Tehran-Iran 

- Describe a day in your life. 

- Do you consider Iran as your home? 

- Who is family in Afghanistan and who is considered as “family” in Iran? 

- How’s life in a pandemic now? 

- What are you most afraid of? Why? 

- What are the challenges you have been facing with the pandemic happening? 
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- What three emotions have you been feeling the most lately? Why? 

Interview Questions 

- If you could go anywhere right now, where would it be? Why? 

- In your situation today, could you think of one thing you are grateful for? One thing you 
would like to change? 

- Can you add anything more about your experience of living in Iran? 

Theme: Future: 

Location: Wonderland 

- What does your dream life look like? 

- If you had three wishes, what would you wish for? 

- What is one thing that you always wanted to learn? Why? 

- Where do you want to be buried? 

- What are your beliefs about life after death? How does this influence your past? 
Present? Future? 

- What about yourself do you want the most to work on? 

- How would life be different for you if you become documented as a refugee in Iran? 

- Imagine you are speaking for all undocumented Afghans in Iran, what would you like 
the world to know? 

Interview Questions 

Theme: 

" مولوی -هیچ آدابی و ترتیبی مجو، هر چه میخواهد دل تنگت بگو "   

“Do not seek any manners or orders, say whatsoever your aching heart desires” - Rumi 

Sixth Interview 

Post Data Collection 

Theme: Follow up 

- What are your comments on our previous interviews? 

- What are your thoughts on the themes I found from the study? 
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- These are things that I’ve heard you talk about in our previous sessions but will ask you 
again in a broad way, have we really captured what it is like to be an undocumented 
Afghan in Iran ? Or is there more to the story? 

- Do you know any other Afghans who may be willing to participate in an inter 
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Appendix E. 
 
Sample of Afghan Refugees ID issued by Iranian 
Government 

Afghan ID card issued years 1980- 2000  

 

Source: www.avadiplomatic.com/category/ پناه-امور-در-ملل-سازمان-یعال-یایساریکم/ملل-سازمان , n.d. 

http://www.avadiplomatic.com/category/سازمان-ملل/کمیساریای-عالی-سازمان-ملل-در-امور-پناه
http://www.avadiplomatic.com/category/سازمان-ملل/کمیساریای-عالی-سازمان-ملل-در-امور-پناه

